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editorial

A

sign that evangelicalism is beginning to erode as a significant spiritual movement is the confusion that has
arisen over the relationship between law and gospel.
These two concepts, as Luther conceded, are the key
to understanding Christianity. I recall a defining moment several years ago when a leading Australian evangelical, in
addressing a conference, denied that law had any constructive
role to play in the believer’s experience. “Believers,” he said,
“are under grace, and are to be guided by love not law.”
One of the characteristics of our age is an aversion towards
anything that smacks of fixed, objective standards of right
and wrong. The new morality, based upon a benign and indulgent view of human nature, is impatient with the notion of
law. This mood has now reared its head in the church and
threatens to create a counterfeit spirituality that proclaims “a
God without wrath, bringing man without sin, into a kingdom without a judgment, through a Christ without a cross,”
as Niebuhr once said.
The effects of this displacement of the law are clear for all
to see. Self-esteem is the new watchword for many in the
church; gone is the consciousness of sin. The latter has been
replaced with the sub-Christian notion of “struggle”.
However, if we abandon any notion of God’s law then there
can be no conviction of sin, since as Paul reminds us,
“through the commandment sin becomes utterly sinful”
(Rom. 7:13).
We need to recognise that the law of God plays a crucial
role in the Christian’s life. First, it makes us accountable to
God – “I would not have known what sin was except through
the law” (Rom. 7:7). Then it makes us grateful to God when
we realise that Christ has perfectly fulfilled the law for us –
“for He made Him who knew no sin to be sin for us, that we
might become the righteousness of God in Him” (2 Cor.
5:21). Finally, our respect for the Lord’s commandments
becomes a sign of our love for Christ – “Whoever has My
commands and obeys them, he is the one who loves Me”
(John 14:21). Thus we must be grateful for the law because it
drives us to the Gospel and keeps us on the narrow way.
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Law and order
God’s law regulates our lives and brings us to Christ.

D

r Philip G. Ryken is the pastor at
the historic Tenth Presbyterian
Church in Philadelphia. He is a
graduate
of
Westminster
Theological Seminary and holds a doctorate in historical theology from the
University of Oxford. His doctoral thesis
was on the theology of the famous
Scottish pastor and theologian, Thomas
Boston. Dr Ryken is the successor to Dr
James Montgomery Boice.
Dr Ryken is not only a well-recognised
preacher, but he is a prolific author. He
has published two excellent commentaries
on Exodus and Jeremiah in Crossway’s
Preaching the Word series and a number of
important studies on the cross, grace and
the Lord’s Prayer. He is also the editor of
a new series, The Reformed Expository
Commentary, and has written the commentary on Galatians.
He is married to Lisa and has five children.

Phil, you have written an interesting
book called Written in Stone. What led
you to write it?

Philip G. Ryken
talks to

Peter Hastie
Some time ago I became convinced
that I should be preaching through the
book of Exodus. I had several reasons for
doing this. First, the book of Exodus is
one of the great narratives of salvation in
the Bible. Second, it’s also a book that is
mentioned many times in the New
Testament; in fact, major aspects of
Christ’s ministry are placed specifically
within the context of Israel’s deliverance
from Egypt. Finally, it is also one of the
books that Dr James Boice, my immediate
predecessor at Tenth, had not preached
through, and that was certainly a consideration for me. But as I was preaching
through Exodus I remembered thinking
how important it was for me to take the
time to slow down and deal thoroughly
with the law of God, particularly in
Exodus 20. And so my book, Written in
Stone, subtitled The Ten Commandments
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in Today’s Moral Crisis, came out of the
teaching that I was doing in the regular
pulpit ministry here at Tenth Church.

So these sermons were part of a larger
series?
Yes, they were. They are now published
in a fairly large commentary on Exodus
called Saved For God’s Glory by
Crossway. Actually, I tried to persuade the
publishers to do it in two volumes but
they decided to print it all in one, large,
thousand-page book. I had a tremendous
sense of satisfaction in working my way
completely through the book of Exodus
in a very thorough way.
I was gratified that the series was so
well accepted. I think that the preaching I
did on the Ten Commandments was as
well received as any preaching I have done
here at Tenth Church. It certainly seemed
to make a big difference in people’s lives.
And I think there are several reasons for
that. One is that most Christian people
find it hard to appreciate the full extent of
the demand of God’s law and the way that
it searches our minds and hearts as well as

our behaviour. As we worked through the
series on the Ten Commandments I
became very conscious of how people’s
eyes were being opened and their view of
God’s law was being expanded. The result
of all this was that the congregation saw in
a clearer way than ever before the extent
of their sin and their need for God’s grace.
This helped them to appreciate the
Gospel better and made them more aware
of their need for forgiveness.

What impact did you see in particular
people?
It certainly had an impact on the congregation’s commitment to tell the truth.
They discovered that when the commandments say something very clear like
“You shall not bear false witness”, there is
included within that command a whole
range of issues and duties that deal with
truth-telling and deception. And when I
started listing all the different ways that
people are “economical” with the truth,
people suddenly felt twinges of conscience and began to say things like, “you
know, that’s the thing I say in a conversation to make myself look better”, or
“that’s the kind of thing I do when I don’t
really tell the whole truth”.
It was at this point that the truth began
to dawn on many of us that we are liars as
far as God’s law is concerned. The law
really confronted us and made us aware
that even a small deception is an offence
against the truthfulness of God.
Throughout the series people in the congregation would come and say to me,
“You know, Phil, I realise I have been
untruthful at work” or “I didn’t realise
that when I was avoiding saying something in the context of a particular relationship I was breaking the law of God”.

Charles Spurgeon said there was no
point upon which men made greater
mistakes than the relationship
between the law and the gospel. What
did he mean?
The Bible’s teaching about the law and
the gospel is a rather complex area. While
I’m not exactly sure of the context of
Spurgeon’s comment, I would suggest
that he probably had two particular problems in mind. When Christians think
about the relationship of the law to the
gospel they tend to move in one of two
quite different directions. The first of
these is the error of antinomianism.
Antinomians teach that because of the
grace we receive in the gospel we are free
from the responsibility to follow the
righteous requirements of God’s charac-

ter. Essentially, they think we are free
from the guidance and restrictions of the
law, which leads inevitably to lawlessness.
On the other hand, some Christians
are attracted to legalism. Legalism as a
term refers to a tendency among
Christians to reduce and constrain the law
of God so that we actually think that we
have the capacity to keep it in a way that is
good enough to satisfy God. Now the
sober reality is that our sinful hearts naturally run in either an antinomian or legalistic direction. Whichever way we go, we
simply demonstrate that we have misunderstood the
law and/or the
Many people
gospel, or probwant to be
ably both. So I
‘spiritual’
think this is
without being
what Spurgeon
religious.
had in mind.

Why is it such
a big issue to
understand
the difference
between the
law and the
gospel?

They are not
interested in
anything
that makes
demands.

I think it’s a big issue because our salvation depends on it. Understanding the
difference between law and gospel helps
us to realise what God requires of us.
Once we understand God’s demands we
will see the futility of trying to provide a
righteousness of our own that will satisfy
God. When we reach this point we will see
our need for the grace that God has for us
in the gospel. So clearly, if you don’t
understand the demands of the law then
you won’t understand the grace of God in
the gospel. Again, if you don’t understand
the gospel and the response of gratitude
and holiness that it compels, then you will
be at a loss to understand the continuing
role that the law plays in the Christian life.
The two areas are so connected that the
truth of one is interdependent with the
truth of the other.

The Puritans used to say that the law
had to be at work in your life before
you could actually accept the gospel.
Yet today, many people say that they
have become Christians without ever
having heard the preaching of the
law. How do you explain those two
points of view?
Well, I’ve heard both these comments
too. However, I want to say that I don’t
believe that it’s possible for a person truly
to come to faith in Christ without having
a sense of the guilt of their sin; and a sense

of one’s moral guilt ultimately comes
from an awareness of the law of God.
While many Christians may not be able to
articulate this or point to the fact that they
were reading the Ten Commandments at
the time, it’s only a sense of moral guilt
before God that convinces us that we are
sinners. Whether we call it a “law work”,
as the Puritans described it, or not, we
need to be conscious of the holiness of
God and the requirements of His character. Once we understand the impact of
these upon our words, thoughts and
actions, we will begin to see our sins in
their true colours and sense our need to
come to Christ. So a law work of some
kind is a necessary stage in coming to
Christ. It provides the basis for true
repentance and faith.

So if people said that they are
Christians but that they don’t really
feel a great sense of sin, would you
doubt their conversions?
Yes, I would. After all, it’s characteristic of Christians that they identify themselves as sinners and have a sense of guilt
before God. Further, this sense of sin is
not limited to the way they thought of
themselves when they first came to
Christ. It’s a sense that continues after
their conversion. They understand that
they remain sinners in need of grace. I am
convinced that it’s characteristic of
Christians that they are constantly developing a deeper awareness of their sin.
This is part of what it means to grow in
grace.

People have remarked while “religion” seems to be flourishing in the
West, morality seems to be losing
ground. Has this got anything to do
with how believers understand the
law?
Well, there are several issues that arise
in the way you have posed the question. I
guess it depends on how you define “religion”. Personally, I am not convinced that
true religion is growing, although there is
definitely an interest in “spirituality”. In
America today many people want to be
“spiritual” without being religious. They
are not really interested in anything that
makes many demands on them, including
formal services of religious worship in
which people gather to worship God.
They are simply content to make up their
own spirituality without any sense of
moral obligation.
What this reveals, I think, is that there
is a profound ignorance of the requirements of God’s law. If you asked people
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on the streets of Philadelphia about the
Ten Commandments they would probably know about the laws against murder
and adultery, and probably theft.
However, most people would be unable
to name more than three commandments.
Sadly, you would find a similar ignorance in many churches. In fact, some
years ago the Alliance of Confessing
Evangelicals conducted some interviews
at the National Convention for Religious
Broadcasters. Amazingly, many of the
broadcasters were essentially ignorant of
what the Ten Commandments require. I
think this reveals that while there may be
great interest in spirituality, it has little to
do with the character of the one true God
and almost nothing to do with what that
God requires. J. I. Packer once said that
American evangelicalism is “several thousand miles wide but only an inch deep”. I
think he was right.

What is it about the nature and character of God that compels our interest in law?
Interestingly, it was the area of God’s
character that made one of the biggest
impressions on me as I was preaching
through the Ten Commandments. What
kind of a God is it that tells you not to
murder? It’s a God who as creator has
given the gift of life to people made in His
image. What kind of God is it that tells
you not to worship any other gods? He is
a unique and all-powerful God who has
no rivals and who exercises a holy jealousy
over His worship.
Again, what kind of a God is it that
demands that we do not bear false witness? It’s a God who is a God of the truth,
who loves the truth. What God is it that
has a law about working and resting that
structures the week? It’s a working God
who has done the work of creation and
who gives His children the gift of productive labour and restorative rest. All of
these things are tied up in the character of
God. When you realise the connection
between the Ten Commandments and the
character of God, you see that the law of
God could not be other than it is. It flows
out of the fundamental characteristics of
God’s own being.

If the law of God is a necessary corollary to the character of God, why do
some Christians today say that we are
free from any need to observe the
law?
I hear this sort of thing in many evangelical churches – a kind of dismissal of
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the law. I think one reason for it is we have
a number of statements in Scripture such
as Romans 6:14, “we are not under law,
but under grace”, and people have taken
that phrase out of its context, twisted its
meaning, and interpreted it in a way that is
inconsistent with what the Bible teaches
about law, grace and the gospel. When
people do this they fail to wrestle properly
with what the Bible actually teaches.
I also think that there is a deeper reason
of the heart which explains why people do
this – they have a basic aversion towards
God’s authority.
The human heart
Why is it runs in an antinowrong for mian direction.
Abraham to This explains why
pass of his we would rather
do the things that
wife as his
we want to do
sister? instead of the
What does this things that please
tell us about God. And if we
the character can seize upon a
of God? religious justification for doing
that, or God forbid, a biblical justification, we feel vindicated in dismissing the law of God.

It’s commonly thought that the Ten
Commandments originated at
Mount Sinai, but were they in effect
from the creation?
I believe that’s absolutely true – that
the law came into force at creation. What
we have in the giving of the Ten
Commandments at Mt Sinai is, in effect, a
fresh restatement of the law that was
given at the beginning. As I said earlier,
the law flows out of the very character of
God. One of the ways you can prove this
is by looking at things that are said early in
the book of Exodus, for instance, or in the
book of Genesis for that matter, that
make it clear that there is, for example, a
prohibition against murder. You see that
in the story of Cain and Abel, or in
Genesis 9 where the prohibition against
murder is rooted in the fact that man is
made in the image of God.
Again, we see a similar pattern in other
narrative sections of Genesis. For
instance, why is it wrong for Abraham to
pass off his wife as his sister in such a way
that a rival king is compromised to the
point of committing adultery? What does
this tell us about the character of God?
The whole narrative world of Genesis
already implies the laws that are later made
explicit in the giving of the Ten
Commandments.
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How legitimate is it for ministers
today to appeal to the Ten
Commandments as a basis for
Christian living?
I think it is absolutely appropriate for
ministers to appeal to the Ten
Commandments as guide to godly living.
I mean, it helps us to have simple structures for remembering things. Rather
than giving us hundreds of different laws,
God has reduced our moral obligations to
10 basic commandments. You can find
many specific life applications of those
commandments in the book of Exodus.
But in the Ten Commandments you get a
neat summary. And if people find the Ten
Commandments a little complicated,
there are always the two great commandments that Jesus gave. I think we can
assume that they are a perfect summary of
the Ten Commandments. For instance, if
you want to know what it means to love
the Lord your God with all of your heart,
then a good place to start is by looking at
the first four commandments.
Again, if you want to want to know
what it means to love your neighbour as
yourself, the last six commandments provide an excellent application. I think it’s
helpful for people to have simple things
that they can remember that show them
what God requires. It’s very appropriate
for the Ten Commandments to be read in
church and to be referred to in preaching.
It was customary in the church where I
grew up to have a sequence of the reading
of the law, then a confession of sin and,
finally, some words of assurance or pardon from the Scriptures. At least once a
month we read the Ten Commandments
responsively as a congregation.
Personally, I think it’s a good thing for any
congregation to do. It was certainly a
great way for a young person to be raised
in the church.

The New Testament speaks about law
in different ways. For instance, it
refers to the works of the law, the law
of faith and the law of Christ. In what
sense do we need to understand these
terms?
I said earlier on in this interview that
the issues of law and gospel are difficult
for us to understand. One of the reasons
for that is that the Bible speaks of law in
several different ways. It is important,
therefore, to be aware of these differences
when we find the term appearing in a
range of different contexts. Sometimes,
when the Bible uses an expression like
“works of the law” – an expression which
we find in the writings of the apostle Paul

– we need to know that he is not just talking about the moral law of the Old
Testament but also has in mind the ceremonial laws that regulated the Old
Testament people of God with respect to
worship and things like circumcision and
the food laws. And Paul’s concern when
he is talking about these things is to
remind Christians that keeping these laws
is never a basis of our justification before
God.
When the New Testament refers, for
example, to the law of Christ, that is
sometimes taken to be somehow different
from the moral law of God in the Old
Testament. However, I really think it
amounts to the same thing because the
character of Christ as the Son of God is
no different from the character of the
Father. If you have an Old Testament law
that flows from the character of God and
is summarised in the moral law of the Ten
Commandments, then you will find that
that same righteous character is perfectly
displayed in the Lord Jesus Christ. As the
Father and the Son are one, their character
is one and the demand that they make for
the righteous behaviour of the people of
God is one. The simple fact is that the
apostolic teaching of law in the New
Testament is simply a repetition, in one
way or another, of all of the Ten
Commandments applied to the situation
of the church.

Theologians say Christians must distinguish between three aspects of the
law of God – the moral, the ceremonial and the civil law – and that the
latter two don’t apply today. What’s
meant by that?
I think we need to start by recognising
that there is no particular verse in the
Bible that says you need to recognise a
distinction between the moral law, the ceremonial laws and the civil laws.
Nevertheless, I think it’s a necessary distinction. It’s clear that the laws given in
the Old Testament do fall into those categories. The moral law summarised in the
Ten Commandments reflects the righteous character of God that is binding on
all people everywhere at all times. The ceremonial law deals with those regulations
for the religious worship of God, particularly those which focus on the sacrificial
system. And then the civil law that has to
do with that system of laws which deals
with personal and civil relationships
within Israel as a theocratic state under
the direct rule of God.
Now, as I’ve said, the moral law is permanently binding on all people every-

where because it reflects the character of
God and deals with us as creatures made
in God’s image. The ceremonial law has
found its fulfilment in Jesus Christ and
His perfect sacrifice for our sins offered
once and for all. The civil law is no longer
binding in its details on nation-states
today because God has not entered into
special relationships with other nations as
He did with Israel. Of course, the civil law
of the Old Testament embodies certain
abiding principles of justice and fairness
which can be helpful in guiding some of
the decisions that nation-states are
required to make today. But the civil law is
no longer binding for the church in the
same way that it was for the Old
Testament people of God as a nationstate.

Capital
offences in
ancient Israel
are dealt with
today by
excommunication from the
church.

In recent times there have been some
within reformed circles who have
been arguing quite strenuously for
the re-introduction of the Mosaic
civil law into society. Some go so far
as to call for the stoning of adulterers
and homosexuals. What is your comment about that?
Happily, those views are now in strong
decline. I think there was a period of time
in the 1980s when the movement towards
what is called theonomy was gaining
something of a foothold in reformed
churches. However, it is presently on the
wane. I am glad about this because I
believe it represents a fundamental misunderstanding of the role of the church and
the state in the world. I have always been
struck by the fact that Jesus Christ did not
try to set up any kind of civil government
in His own earthly ministry, nor did He
command the apostles to do it. Likewise,
Paul seems to suggest in Ephesians 2:15
that certain aspects of the Old Testament
law which made Israel a distinct national
entity have been superseded through
Christ.
Nevertheless, I don’t think the civil
laws of Israel are entirely irrelevant to the

church. They certainly clarify how some
of the broader principles of the law apply
in specific cases. This is especially helpful
to the church when it is faced with situations which require the exercise of church
discipline. If you asked me how we ought
to deal with witches, for example, or unrepentant, practising homosexuals who give
themselves over to the gay lifestyle, then
the civil law of Israel reminds us of how
serious these offences are and how they
require complete exclusion from the
covenant community.
While these were capital offences in
ancient Israel, they are dealt with today by
excommunication from the church – the
offenders are cut off from the society of
God’s people. The proper exercise of
church discipline is the analogue to the
way those sins were dealt with in the Old
Testament. In the present age, we deal
with those types of sins in a spiritual way.
Nowhere do you find the apostles calling
for the death penalty for sins like adultery
or homosexuality.

In what sense are we no longer under
the law as Paul says in Romans 6?
We are not under the law as far as a
means of justification but we are under
the law as a guide to living the Christian
life. You simply can’t say, “We are not
under the law but under grace” without
also recognising that Jesus says, “If you
love Me you will keep My commandments”. We must have a theology of law
and gospel that hold both of those things
together. Charles Spurgeon had an interesting way of putting it. He said that the
believer is not under law (and he was particularly thinking of law as a means of justification) but the law is under the
believer. He did not mean that we are
above the law and that we can do just what
we like; rather, he meant that we are supposed to be walking on the law as a pathway. I think that’s a helpful way of looking at it.

What did Jesus mean when he said
that not a jot or tittle would pass away
from the law until everything was
accomplished?
Jesus made this comment in the
Sermon on the Mount. Obviously one
thing that He has in mind is the fulfilment
of the law in His own person and work. In
Romans 5:17-18 Paul reminds us that it’s
through Christ’s righteousness – His
keeping of the law – that we are justified
before God. Jesus Himself has fulfilled
the moral requirement of the law so that
we can appear before the Father forever
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with a perfect righteousness. Those standards are never to be relaxed because
God’s nature never changes. Christ has
also fulfilled the law by becoming the sacrifice that the law of God required as the
penalty for sin. When Jesus says that neither a jot nor a tittle will pass from the law
until all is accomplished, I think He is
partly pointing to the abiding significance
of the moral law. If this is the case, which
I believe it to be, I think He is warning us
against dismissing the moral law as something no longer relevant for Christians
today.

Jesus also went on to say that unless
your righteousness exceeds that of
the Pharisees you won’t enter the
kingdom of heaven. What did He
mean?
Jesus was pointing to the perfect righteousness that alone will satisfy God. As
you will recall, He was correcting much of
the teaching of the Pharisees. Their problem with the law was that they were overly
scrupulous about the precise way in which
the law was to be kept in an outward
sense. They were not particularly concerned about the way the law was meant
to regulate the heart. What they needed to
know was that we need a perfect and complete righteousness which only Jesus provides for us. I think it’s clear that early on
in His ministry Jesus wanted to point His
disciples to a standard of righteousness
based on the perfect character of God that
was so high that they would realise the
sheer impossibility of salvation apart from
a Saviour.

Apart from your book, Written in
Stone, what other books have you
found helpful for understanding the
Ten Commandments?
Well, there are a number of excellent
resources for the Ten Commandments. A
person would do well to study the
Westminster Standards and particularly
the Larger Catechism, which has a very
full explanation of what the commandments require and forbid. Thomas
Watson’s famous Puritan writings on the
Ten Commandments are excellent too.
They are thorough and give very helpful
application of the individual commandments. Michael Horton has a fine book
on the Ten Commandments called The
Law of Perfect Freedom. He includes some
very good contemporary applications.
Alistair Begg also has a useful book called
Pathway to Freedom.

Are there any particular rules we
should be aware of as we try to inter-
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pret the Ten Commandments for
ourselves today?
Yes, there are a number of important
principles that we need to keep in mind as
we read the Ten Commandments. Let me
mention five key ones.
First, there is the biblical rule, which
means that each of the Ten
Commandments should be studied and
understood in the context of the total
teaching of the Bible on that subject.
Unless we do this, we will not develop a
comprehensive understanding of the Ten
Commandments.
Second, we need to remember the
“inside/outside rule” which reminds us

All of the
commandments are for
the inside of a
person as well
as the outside.

that the commandments don’t just govern outward actions; they regulate our
hearts as well. Jesus makes that clear in
the Sermon on the Mount. When you
look at the Ten Commandments, there
seems to be only one that deals specifically with the inward attitudes if the
heart. This is the 10th – the one against
coveting. However, if you understand
the law in the light of Jesus’ teaching, you
will realise that all of the commandments
are for the inside of a person as well as the
outside.
Third, we have what I call the “twosided rule”, which teaches that when a
commandment forbids something there
is also by implication something that it
requires, and vice-versa. So if a commandment requires you to do something,
then it also forbids you to do its opposite.
So if the commandment says “honour
your father and your mother”, then that
is a positive commandment. However, it
also implies that certain things are forbidden such as rebellion against your father
and your mother, or against others who
are in spiritual authority. Likewise, the
prohibition on committing murder also
amounts to a duty to preserve the sanctity of life. When you see both sides of
the commandment, you double your
obligation. The commandments are twice
as comprehensive as they are sometimes
seen to be.
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Fourth, there is the “rule of categories”, which stipulates that while each
commandment deals with the most
extreme form of a particular sin, it actually
relates to all of the sins that may be
included within that general category.
Bearing false witness in a court of law is
arguably the worst form of deception,
particularly in a culture where typically
that would have meant death for the person who was falsely accused. But the
point of this commandment is not just
that you need to tell the truth when you
go to court, but that you need to tell the
truth in all your relationships.
Fifth, there is the “my brother’s
keeper” rule which means that I am not
simply required to keep these commandments myself, but I also have to encourage
others to keep them as well. So, for example, the sin of sexual impurity, which is
forbidden in the commandment against
adultery, requires me to do nothing that
would lead another person to engage in
sin. If I were to commit a sin that would
lead another person into sin, that would
be a sin as well. When we start thinking
about the commandments in those terms,
we quickly realise that the Ten
Commandments are much more searching of the human heart than we may have
realised.

What advice would you give to
Christians who are strongly motivated to maintain a close walk with
God? How can they use the law to
help them?
They can use the law to search their
hearts so they are thrown upon the grace
of God and are constantly led into repentance. This is what it means to be in Christ
– to rely upon His forgiveness and to turn
to Him constantly in renewed obedience.
But how am I going to have a daily experience of repentance unless I am being
exposed to the law of God? This means
that we need to practice periodic selfexamination with the use of devotional
aids such as the Larger Catechism. If you
don’t think you are a sinner then you
should read what the Larger Catechism
says about the Ten Commandments. I
mean that would be an excellent devotional practice to follow.
I would also recommend that you
focus on God’s demands in Scripture. You
can turn to anywhere in the Bible and you
will be confronted with an aspect of the
law and the commands of Christ. We need
to use these as a regular means of selfexamination so that we are constantly led
to reliance upon Christ, true repentance
ap
and a desire for holiness.
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One law of love
The love of law and the law of love are realized in Jesus.

D

ispensationalists and Lutherans
emphasise grace to the exclusion
of law for Christians; Reformed
people, following Calvin, stress
law but within a context of grace. The one
can make for looseness and inertia in a
time of cultural crisis; the other can make
for judgmentalism in relationships and
coldness in the churches. Whom should
we follow?
This is a complex issue, so our conclusion is a nuanced one, hopefully attuned
to God’s Word and His Spirit. We should
also notice that underlying this difference
of opinion about the place of moral law is
a deeper one – whether we hold that
Moses (Old Testament) is continuous or
basically discontinuous with Jesus and
Paul (New Testament). Does the New
Testament make a completely new beginning or only a relative one? Our answer
to that question will decide our position
on the law/grace question. Reformed
people answer this in terms of a principle
of essential continuity across the Bible
that includes biblical ethics.
The law is Paul’s way of describing the
national identity of the Jewish people
under Moses (Gal. 3:15–25). The law was
a national covenant that covered every
side of the people’s life – ritual, civic and
moral. Of these the moral dimension was
placed first because it expressed the moral
nature of God (Rom. 7:12) and was the
real test of the people’s love for God (Ex.
29:6).

T

he moral expectations of the law were
summed
up
in
the
Ten
Commandments as the heart of the
covenant relationship (Deut. 4:13). The
moral principles of the Mosaic covenant
in turn reflect the natural law of God the
Creator, inborn in human beings everywhere (Rom. 2:14-15). So biblical law is
essentially one, though progressive, first
through Moses, then finally through Jesus
Christ.
Micah 6:8 sums up the content of Old
Testament religion as living justly, loving
mercy and walking with God – a very ethical view of human life. And when the
moral laws of the old covenant failed to
succeed in the life of the people the
prophets predicted a future era when God

Douglas
Milne
would inscribe these laws inside His people. As a result they would practise His
commands from the heart out of love
through His Spirit (Jer. 31:31-34, Ezek.
36:25-27). This is what we call the eschatological role of the law, its place in the
plan of God for salvation-history under
the Messiah.
With the coming of Jesus Christ God’s

In establishing
what is new,
Jesus does
not reject
everything
that is old.

gracious plan for the world takes a giant
step forward. Jesus inaugurates the kingdom of heaven on earth through His own
teaching and example, His life, death and
resurrection and through the coming of
the Holy Spirit and the global preaching
of the gospel. But in establishing what is
new Jesus does not reject everything that
is old.
Jesus’ classic saying on the Old
Testament commands comes in Matthew
5:17-20 (in brief – I have come to fulfill
the law and the prophets; not a fragment
of the law will disappear until the end;
greatness in the heavenly kingdom is
known by teaching and living by even the
least of God’s commandments; no one
can enter God’s kingdom unless he attains
to a righteousness greater than the
Pharisees possess).
The immediate context makes it clear
what Jesus means by “fulfilling” the law
here – honouring it fully in His own
teaching ministry. This is illustrated in
verses 21 to 48 where He cites six Old
Testament passages. He explains and
illustrates them by taking them well

beyond their literal meaning. He does
this by fixing on the moral principles hidden in their centre and makes that the
action-guide in each case for living in the
kingdom of heaven (self-control, sexual
purity, marital integrity, veracity, generosity, universal love).
In doing this Jesus claims and wields a
unique authority (“...but I say to you”)
that takes Him beyond the literal Old
Testament laws to their intrinsic truth. In
this way He brings the meaning of
covenant obedience and faithfulness to
final maturation. But in doing so He
retrieves the law and does not abandon it.
Jesus really radicalises the law for His disciples and He does this in three ways: by
internalising it (ethics is a matter of the
heart), universalising it (ethics includes
your enemies) and principlising it (ethics
is about principles more than regulations).
This may well be what Paul means
when he speaks of “the law of Christ”
(Gal. 6:2), that is, the way Jesus interprets
the commands of the Old Testament by
setting them within a new era of redemption and in their radical demands. The
many warnings, exhortations and prohibitions of the apostolic letters are then so
many examples of this law of Christ for
the churches.
Similarly, when Paul tries to define
himself as an evangelist to pagans he
thinks in terms of law, of being in-law to
Christ and not being without law to God
(1 Cor. 9:21); so the believer is a person in
Christ but also under law to God.
So what does Paul mean when he says
Christians are not under law but grace

Visiting
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(Rom. 6:14) and that Christ is the end of
the law for righteousness (Rom. 10:4)?
Read in context, neither of these statements conflicts with what we have just
said. In Romans 6 Paul compares the
greater resources for living under the
gospel, because of Christ’s death and resurrection, with the relative weakness of
the law because of human nature. In
Romans 10 Paul is saying that the law was
never meant to be anyone’s righteousness
before God because the Old Testament
always held up Jesus Christ as its end or
goal. But everyone had to believe that to
be saved.
The primary role of love for Christians
is the complementary truth for
Christians, the new commandment of
Jesus (Jn 13:34). Love is primary because
God’s nature is Love and love is about
persons (1 Jn 4:8, 16). God relates to
Himself in perfect love as a Being in threefold relation, as Father, Son and Holy
Spirit. We are made in His image as creature-persons likewise called to relationships of love.
Our relationships of love are firstly and
absolutely to the divine Persons, and secondly and relatively to others like ourselves. This is why Jesus declares the two
love commands as primary in Christian
ethics (Mt. 22:34-40). If we get our relationships right then we will get our ethics
right because ethics is all about the
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responsibilities we owe to others. If we
are going to publish a Christian bill of
human rights then it should not start with
my rights but with the rights of others
that I should be zealous to fulfil. But
God’s rights come first of all because He
is both our Creator-King and our SaviourGod (Acts 5:29).
The Jesus who
demands radical
The Jesus who obedience to the
demands written
comradical obedi- mands of God
ence to God’s (Mt. 5) is the
commands is same Jesus who
the Jesus who demands the radical obedience of
demands the love in keeping
radical obedi- them (Mt. 22).
ence of love in And this is why
keeping them. Paul can argue
that love is the
fulfilling of the
law (Rom. 13:8-10, Gal. 5:13). Love is an
attitude of practical goodwill and respect
towards God absolutely (with all my soul,
mind and strength) and towards my fellow
human being as my equal (as myself). Love
translates as benevolence and beneficence,
goodwill carried over into good-doing. We
learn this from the classic case of God’s
enacted love in the sending and giving
freely for our good of his only Son, Jesus
Christ, to death as a propitiatory sacrifice

(1 Jn 4:7-12). We have it illustrated further
in the classic story of the Good Samaritan
who cared enough to make the needs of
another his own at some cost to himself
(Lk 10:25-37). Love is more than metaethical; it is practical and costs the person
who practises it.
Love is the right reason in doing good
and so crucial for Christian righteousness.
Love accepts the obligations we owe to
others and is more concerned with giving
than receiving, with avoiding wrong to
others than being wronged by others.
Love is discerning (Phil. 1:9-11) but needs
enlightenment from outside itself to be so
in practice. This is where the twin aids of
the gospel covenant come into play, that
is, Christ’s Spirit and God’s Word (Isa.
59:21). We may liken the moral wisdom
of the Bible to a pair of spectacles that
enables love to see clearly; we may liken
the Holy Spirit to the ability to focus
those spectacles correctly so as to avoid
our falling down or going in the wrong
direction.
One vital function of the Holy Spirit in
the Christian is through internalising the
Word of God so that we keep His righteous commands willingly (Rom. 8:1-4, Ps.
119). The Spirit of sonship combines in
us, as He combined in Jesus, the only Son,
the love of law and the law of love.
“Growth in holiness and in fidelity to the
two-fold command to love is marked by a
progressive internalising of the law – as
evident already in the writings of the OT
prophets and as most profoundly
expressed in the letters of Paul.” (Knox
Chamblin)

T

he Gospel covenant that Jesus sealed
with His own blood (Heb. 13:20-21)
is the eternal covenant that equips us with
everything good for doing God’s will and
works in us what is pleasing to Him.
God’s pleasing will is made known in His
law of moral precepts and principles, first
under the old covenant and now most
fully under the new, through the ethical
teaching of Jesus himself. By His death
and resurrection Jesus has created a new
matrix for understanding and doing God’s
will. In our global mission we are to teach
to baptized believers all the things that
Jesus has commanded us (Mt. 28:20). The
same Gospel makes it clear that His commands are the old commandments radicalised through love, exemplified in Jesus
and empowered by his Spirit.
Professor Douglas Milne is principal of the
Presbyterian
Theological
College,
ap
Melbourne.
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God’s perfect will
Without the moral law we would not know sin or love.

T

he beleaguered Sheikh Taj al-Hilali
managed to outrage the moral
sensibilities of the Australian
media recently by declaring that
scantily dressed women were like “uncovered meat” that attracted the cats.
Christians were understandably reluctant to identify themselves in any way
with the sheikh’s wayward remarks, but
one needs to point out that the Bible too
issues commandments on the dress of
women. They are to dress modestly and
simply (1 Tim. 2:9). This reads like a commandment. What do we make of it? What
do we make of any commandment to a
people under free grace?
Writing to a people who had just suffered a division in the church (1 John
2:19), the apostle John sought to reassure
true believers in Christ with these words:
“And by this we know that we have come
to know Him, if we keep His commandments. Whoever says ‘I know Him’ but
does not keep His commandments is a liar
and the truth is not in Him” (1 John 2:34).
Such teaching is often regarded with
some astonishment today. The modern
evangelical is too ready to cite passages
from Paul against what he thinks John is
saying. Did not Paul write that “if you are
led by the Spirit, you are not under the
law” (Gal. 5:18)? And what about
Romans 6:14, “For sin will have no
dominion over you, since you are not
under law but under grace”?

Peter
Barnes
iniquity have dominion over me” (v.133);
“Your law is my delight” (v.174). He is so
responsive to God’s law because in it he
sees the character of God.
E d m u n d
Burke
maintained: “There is
Moral law was
but one law for
written on the
all, namely that
heart of Adam,
law which govinscribed on
erns all law, the
tablets of
law
of
our
stone at Mt
Creator, the law
Sinai, and
of humanity, juswritten on the
tice, equity – the
law of nature and
hearts of
of nations.” The
Christ’s people.
law of God is

written on all our hearts, and our consciences bear witness to this fact (Rom.
2:14).
This is in harmony with the words of
Moses back in Deuteronomy 4: “See, I
have taught you statutes and rules, as the
Lord my God commanded me, that you
should do them in the land that you are
entering to take possession of it. Keep
them and do them, for that will be your
wisdom and your understanding in the
sight of the peoples, who, when they hear
all these statutes, will say, ‘Surely this great
nation is a wise and understanding people’. For … what great nation is there, that
has statutes and rules so righteous as all
this law that I set before you today?”
(Deut.4:5-6, 8).
There is a clear implication that the law
of God would resonate with the moral
sensibilities of awakened Gentiles who
would appreciate this law as righteous and
as deriving from a righteous God.
Moral law was written on the heart of
Adam, inscribed on tablets of stone at Mt

T

here is a certain paranoia in the modern evangelical, some of it born, no
doubt, from sad experiences with exponents of the time-honoured law of heavyhanded nit-picking. Such experiences, or
the perception of such experiences, leads
our modern evangelical to view every reference to law as legalism, and to see love
as unconditional and non-judgmental.
Without the moral law we could have
no standard of judgment.
As is well-known, Psalm 119 rejoices in
the law of God. The Psalmist prays and
declares: “Make me walk in the path of
Your commandments, for I delight in it”
(v.35); “I love Your commandments more
than gold, yes, than fine gold” (v.127);
“Direct my steps by Your word, and let no
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Sinai, and written on the hearts of Christ’s
people in the new covenant (Jer. 31:3134). Even before the law was given at
Sinai, God held Sodom and Gomorrah
accountable for their moral degradation.
After the law was given to Israel, God
called Damascus, Philistia, Tyre, Edom,
Ammon and Moab to account for their
sins, even though none of them possessed
the written law of God (Amos 1:3-2:3).
God’s moral law has been given to everybody! It is part of what makes us human.
Adam in the garden, Israel in the
desert, and the Christian in the mixed
desert-garden of this world each receive
law. Adam failed, Israel failed, but the
Christian will be sustained by the
indwelling power of the Holy Spirit.
In what sense, then, is the new
covenant obsolete (Heb. 8:13)? Many
scholars nowadays reject the threefold
distinction in the law between what is
moral, ceremonial, and judicial. This
would mean that Hebrews is teaching that
the whole Old Testament law is now finished. If this is true, the Christian is at
least one step removed from Old
Testament law.
Frank Thielman and Ben Witherington
III, for example, teach that the believer
has no need of the Mosaic law because the
Spirit means that he fulfils its requirements. J. W. Drane says that Paul rejects
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all moral rules, and replaces the law with
Christ Himself, while John Barclay writes
that “the Spirit can provide adequate
moral constraints and directions”. Both
Douglas Moo and Don Carson teach that
only those Old Testament commandments specifically repeated in the New
Testament are binding on the Christian.
In fact, the
New Testament
will cite Old
Testament moral
We receive the law with no indilaw of Moses cation that some
through the parts of it may
not be binding
blood-stained
(Rom. 13:8-10;
hands of Eph. 6:1-3). Paul
Christ. writes: “For neither circumcision
counts for anything nor uncircumcision, but
keeping the commandments of God” (1
Cor. 7:19; see also Rom. 2:25). On the
surface, that statement has a huge problem, namely that circumcision was one of
the commandments of God (Lev. 12:3).
Paul’s statement only makes sense if he is
making a distinction between the ceremonial law of circumcision (now fulfilled
with the coming of the Messiah) and the
moral law (which continues to be
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retained).
Paul himself declared that he was not
overthrowing the law by faith but upholding the law (Rom. 3:31). Clearly the law
of Christ is not the law of Moses en toto,
but there is a continuity between them.
When God said that He would write His
law upon the hearts of His new covenant
people, what was new was not the law but
the people, because of a Spirit-given
power to obey these commandments (see
Jer. 31:33; Ezek. 36:26-27).
James says that we are to keep the
whole law. To fail at one point is to fail in
all of it (James 2:10). To keep the seventh
commandment but not the sixth, for
example, is to become a transgressor of
the law (James 2:11). Martin Luther did
not always fit the law easily into his
scheme of thought, but he could get it
wonderfully right. In his sermons on
Galatians he summed up what the New
Testament teaches: “Now when he has
heard and received the gospel, let him give
thanks to God with a joyful and a glad
heart, and afterwards let him exercise
himself in those good works which are
commanded in the law, so that the law and
works may follow the hearing of faith.”

I

t was another Lutheran, Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, who warns in The Cost of
Discipleship, written in 1937 in the midst
of Nazi oppression: “If you reject God’s
commanding word, you will not receive
God’s gracious word.”
God still gives us commandments –
they are the same that He wrote on
Adam’s heart at the creation, they were
codified in the moral law at Sinai, and
they derive new power in these days of
the Messiah. Without the moral law, we
would not know what sin is, nor would
we know what love is. Even as people
redeemed by the blood of Christ, we
stand in need of law. We need more than
law, to be sure, and it requires a foundation in undeserved grace, but we cannot
live without it. We receive the law of
Moses through the blood-stained hands
of Christ.
Peter Barnes is minister of Revesby
ap
Presbyterian Church, Sydney.
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ur journey through this most important
New Testament letter began last month.
The theme of God’s saving grace through
faith in Jesus alone continues to be
expounded, challenging the reader to focus on Jesus
as the only Saviour, and then, in response to this, to
live a life that bears the mark of Jesus at every
point. Do we long for daily fellowship with the living God? Jesus is our Great High Priest. Do we
want to experience true peace in knowing that all
our sins are forgiven? Jesus is the once-for-all perfect sacrifice that makes this possible. Are we
tempted to give up because of persecution or the
attractions of a world seeking pleasure and fulfilment in material things? To reject Jesus leaves us
with no alternative but to face the wrath of a holy
God, alone. Do we need some encouragement to
press on in our faith? We have the perfect model of
Jesus before us, and the examples of countless saints
around us who have themselves been inspired by the
Spirit of Christ in them. Are we struggling with
God’s seemingly harsh providence in our circumstances? In Jesus we have become God’s children
and therefore can be sure that no matter how harsh
it seems He does it out of love, and for our benefit.
He has given us the bright, shining light of evidence
of His saving grace and power in Jesus – all He
asks of us is to keep on trusting Him in the dark!
This is what saving faith is all about. But how can
we be sure the faith we profess is genuine saving
faith? It will be evident in a life that takes seriously
commitment to God’s Word and obedience to His
ways. Hebrews warns us strongly of the consequences of wilful disobedience!
Bruce Christian4
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From shadow to reality.

DAY 1
THE PASSAGE

S

HEBREWS 8:1-6

THE POINT Hebrews was obviously written before 70AD

when the Temple in Jerusalem was still standing and the priests
were offering sacrifices to bring the people to God (4). The
once-for-all-time destruction of this building is nevertheless
foreshadowed by the fact that Jesus has now rendered its function obsolete.
THE PARTICULARS

• God’s promise in Psalm 110 of a new order of priesthood,
with its once-for-all-time, unique High Priest who would rule
over all things forever, is clearly fulfilled in Jesus (1; cf 6:137:28).
• The tabernacle in the desert, and even the Temple in

Jerusalem, could, by their nature, only ever be stopgap measures, pointing forward to the permanent reality of man in fellowship with his holy God; this reality is Jesus ministering for
us in heaven (2).
• A defining role of the high priest was to offer sacrifices on
the people’s behalf (cf Lev. 1-7 etc, Heb.5:1). The sacrifice our
high priest had to offer (and needed only once) was referred to
in 7:27 and will be discussed in more detail in 9:11ff (3).
• Jesus’ high priestly ministry transcends & replaces the
Aaronic priesthood; the “better promises” are seen in verses 713 (4-6).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How does vs 5 (cf Ex. 25:40) demonstrate God is sovereign?

Discontinued model.

DAY 2
THE PASSAGE

HEBREWS 8:7-13

Adam wanted to be Head Gardener; Saul wanted to run the
Kingdom his way; the old covenant was bound to fail because it
left itself open to the same mistake Adam, Saul and countless
others have made in understanding what grace is all about. In
the end, God would have to do it all: a concept that David and
the prophets grasped.

the existing one to ever achieve its intended purpose (7-8, 13).
• The new covenant differs from the old in 2 fundamental
ways: God will do all the work Himself internally, within man’s
very being, giving him a new heart/mind (cf Ezekiel 36:26-27;
37:14); and there will be a permanent basis for forgiveness
because our sin is dealt with once and for all (cf Ezekiel 36:25;
Psalm 103:8-12; cf Romans 3:25-26). These are the “better
promises” of vs 6.

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• God’s disclosure to Jeremiah (31:31-34) of His plan for a
brand new covenant with Israel should have left them in no
doubt that the old one had a limited shelf-life. His very mention of a new deal in the offing implies the ultimate failure of

• What do verses 10-11 show us about the role of the Holy
Spirit in conversion? Is it possible to convince someone to
become a Christian by logical argument? What important
truth is here?

THE POINT Man-centred schemes never work in the end.

Built-in obsolescence.

DAY 3
THE PASSAGE

HEBREWS 9:1-10

mid March to early April each year (and to a lesser extent right
up to June), I am being reminded of the detailed regulations for
OT worship. It is a very intricate system, full of symbolism
and meaning, and requiring strict compliance in both the layout
of the components and observance of the ritual. (It sure makes
me glad Jesus came!) The author of Hebrews shows us how
this detail does not only prepare the way for an understanding
of what Jesus achieved for us by His death, but it also has built
into it its own demise.

of each item in the tabernacle; but perhaps the most salient
item is the atonement cover (or mercy seat) behind the inner
curtain, access to which was open only to 1 person (the High
Priest), on only 1 day each year (the day of atonement or Yom
Kippur), and only by means of a blood sacrifice. This was sinful man being represented in the presence of his holy God (the
box under the mercy seat contained the 10 Commandments)
on the basis of the death of a substitute animal. A new order is
anticipated by the tabernacle/temple’s frailty, and the need for
annual repetition.

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Like our author, I don’t have room to discuss the significance

• Does the free access provided by Jesus lessen God’s holiness?

THE POINT As part of my daily Bible reading program, from

No blood, no forgiveness.

DAY 4
THE PASSAGE

HEBREWS 9:11-22

THE POINT God’s covenant with His people in the OT

always involved the shedding of blood. Hebrews recognises
that the Greek word for this covenant in general is also used
specifically to mean a will or testament when someone dies
(16ff) and so is able to apply it to Christ’s death, although
because of His resurrection Christ can be both testator and
executor of His own will! All this confuses the argument a bit
in the detail, while the basic point being made remains clear:
Christ’s shed blood displaces all the animal blood as the means
of sealing the “new” covenant, once-for-all.
THE PARTICULARS

• Christ is now the only high priest who can bring us to God
(11).
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• Christ is also the sacrifice whose shed blood makes redemption possible, bringing us to the true “Most Holy Place”,
heaven (12).
• Animal sacrifices are by nature temporary and superficial (cf
eg Micah 6:6-8); Christ’s sacrifice was perfect, getting right to
the heart of the matter, and making us new people from the
inside, with a new and living relationship with God Himself
(13-15).
• Everything that Moses did in obedience to God’s command
was anticipating the covenant of grace in Christ. The covenant
confirmed in Exodus 24 was about obedience to God’s laws,
but at its very heart was God’s grace in Christ, so that the obedience becomes the response to salvation rather than its cause
(16-22).
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Come worship with us!
If you are passing through or moving nearby, feel free to ring the Minister, Clerk or Elder.
Find us on the Web at: http://www.presbyterian.org.au/states.htm

northern territory
DARWIN
Casuarina Shopping Centre 9.30am.
Rev. Rob Duncanson (08) 8988 9911.

australian
capital territory
CANBERRA, BELCONNEN
Cnr Gatty St. & Ross Smith Cres, Scullin.
Sunday Service 10:00 am
Elder: Mrs J. Cram (02) 6278 7379
CANBERRA, FORREST (St Andrew’s)
1 State Circle (opp Parliament House).
Service Times: 9.30am. & 7.00pm.
Church Office: (02) 6295 3457
CANBERRA, TUGGERANONG
Isabella Plains: Isabella Plains Primary School,
Ellerstone Ave.
Worship Service & Sunday School 10.00am.
(02) 6292 6772

new south wales
ABBOTSFORD-FIVE DOCK
443 Great North Rd., Abbotsford. 9.30am
& 5.00pm. Rev. Moses Hahn (02) 9713 2939.
ANNANDALE-LEICHHARDT
Hunter Baillie, Johnston & Collins Sts.
10.00am, 6.30pm. 2nd & 4th Sundays.
Rev. Peter Dunstan (02) 9810 7869
ARMIDALE (St. Paul’s)
Faulkner St, 9.30am. & 7.00pm.
Rev. David M. Seaman (02) 6772 3093
ASHFIELD
Liverpool Rd. & Knox St. 10.15am & 6.00pm
Rev Peter Hastie (02) 9798 6572.
BEACON HILL (St Andrew’s)
244 Warringah Rd. 9.00am. & 7.00pm.
Rev. Trevor Cheetham (02) 9451 5076.
BEECROFT
Mary St., 8.45am. 10.30am. & 5.30pm.
Rev. Paul Cooper (02) 9876 2478.
BEGA — EDEN
Bega – 25 Upper St. 9.30am.
Contact: Mrs M. Cochrane (02) 6492 2949
BONDI
Cnr. Castlefield & Miller Sts.
10.00am & 7.00pm.
Rev John Graham: (02) 9130 6607.
BONNYRIGG
Western Regions Chinese Church

14-16 Bibbys Place. 9.30 am. (English) &
11.00 am. (Mandarin)
S.Clerk: Stanley Chen (02) 9753 2073
BOWRAL-MITTAGONG
Bowral: 20 Bendooley St. 10.30am.
Kid’s Church: 10.30 am. 1st & 3rd Sunday
Mittagong: Cr Alice & Edwards Sts. 9.00am.
Rev. Doug McPherson: (02) 4872 4052.
BURWOOD (St. James)
46-48 Belmore St. 9.15am
Rev. David Maher (02) 9744 6542
BURWOOD CHINESE
46-48 Belmore St. 9.15am & 11.15am
(Cantonese) 10.00am & 5.00pm (English).
Church Office: (02) 9715 3889.
Rev. Dennis Law 0414 812 776.
Rev. Eugene Hor 0414 992 106.
Mr Joe Lin 0405 203 064. Miss Amy Leong
0403 687 467 (Pastoral worker)
CAMPBELLTOWN
34 Lithgow St. 8.30 am. 10.00 am. 6.30 pm.
Rev. Jim Elliot (02) 4625 1037.
CARINGBAH
393 Port Hacking Rd. South. 9.30am & 6.30pm.
Rev. Darren Middleton (02) 9540 4469.
CHATSWOOD
St Andrew’s, Anderson St. 9.00am & 6.30pm.
Lane Cove, St James, Farran St. 10.00am.
Rev. Jeff Read (02) 9419 5932 (W) 2077 (H)
CHERRYBROOK
John Purchase Public School Hall,
Purchase Road. Service: 9.30 am.
Rev. Stephen Fong (02) 9875 3684
CHINESE CHURCH
Cnr Crown & Albion Sts. Surry Hills.
English/Cantonese/Mandarin/Bilingual
Services. Office (02) 9331 4459.
Rev Ezra Tseng (02) 9500 1259(H).
COFFS HARBOUR (St Andrew’s)
187 Harbour Dr. 8.00am, 9.45am & 6.30pm
at Harbourside Evangelical Church.
Rev. Jamie K. Newans (02) 6652 3183
CONCORD
Cornerstone Presbyterian Community Church
Meets Concord Public School 9.30 am.
Cnr Burwood Rd. & Stanley St. Concord
Rev. C S Tang (02) 9688 7880 (H)
COWRA
46 Macquarie St. Also Gooloogong,
Morongla. Ph (02) 6342 1467.
CRONULLA
13 Croydon St. 9.30am.
Rev. Russell Stark (02) 9523 5875.
EAST MAITLAND
George St. 9.30am. Beresfield: Beresford Ave.
7.45am. Raymond Terrace: Irrawang St.
9.45am. Rev. J. Buchanan (02) 4933 7443.

EPPING
Bridge & Rawson Sts.
8.45am, 10.30am & 7pm. (02) 9876 1188.
FORSTER/TUNCURRY
Bruce St. Forster, 9.30am, 6.00pm.
I.M. Rev. Scott Donnellan (02) 6582 2505
GLEN INNES
Heron St. 11.00am & 7.00pm.
All ages study groups 9.30am.
Pastor Lance Jackson (02) 6732 5707
GOULBURN (St Andrews)
Clifford St. 9.00am. 7.00pm (2nd & 4th
Sundays). Also Taralga, Crookwell and
Tuena. Rev. Chris Balzer (02) 4822 2344
GOSFORD
14-16 Young St. West Gosford. 8.00am.
9.45am. 6.30 pm. Rev. M. Cropper
Office: Ph (02) 4323 2490.
GRANVILLE/MERRYLANDS
Granville: 14 Hutchinson St. 9.30am.
Merrylands & Monitor’s Rd. 10.30am.
Bruce Frost, Pastor (02) 9638 4777
GRIFFITH
Opp. Collina Oval, Blumer Ave. 9.30 am.
Rev. Peter Gobbo (02) 6962 4827.
Dr L. Thorpe (02) 6962 1934
GUNNEDAH
Marquis & Barber Sts. Boggabri: Court
House (02) 6742 0551
HURSTVILLE
Cnr. Park Rd. & McMahon St. 9.30am &
6.30pm. Rev Kevin Murray (02) 9153 8176.
KIAMA
Terralong St. 9.00am & 7.00pm.
Pastor: Noel Creighton (02) 4233 1554
KOGARAH
Cnr Kensingrton & Derby Sts. 9.30am.
Mr Tim Ravenhall (02) 9798 8467.
KOREAN, SYDNEY (Young Nak)
7-9 Manson St, Telopea. 9.30am. 11.00am.
3.00pm. S.Clerk (02) 9816 3807
LEETON
Cnr. Sycamore & Cypress Sts. 10.00 am.
Rev. Richard Keith (02) 4272 9407
LISMORE (St Paul’s)
188 Keen St. 9.00 am. & 7.00 pm.
MANLY (St Andrew’s)
Raglan St. & Augusta Lane. 9.00am.
Rev. Derek Bullen (02) 9976 2801
MAROUBRA
8 Robey St, 10.00am. 7.15pm.
Chinese Service, 4pm.
Rev Johnnie Li (02) 9349 1312
MOREE (St Andrew’s)
Cnr Albert & Auburn Sts, 10.00am.
Tel. (02) 6752 1083
MORUYA
31 Evans St. 9.00am.
Rev. David Hassan (02) 4474 2186.
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MOSMAN (Scots Kirk)
Belmont Rd. (nr Military Rd), 9.00am.
Rev. Adrian de Graaf (02) 9969 6101.
NAROOMA
1 Farncombe Ave. 11.00am.
Rev. David Hassan (02) 4474 2186.
NEWCASTLE (St Andrews)
Cnr. Laman & Auckland Sts 9.30am & 6.00pm.
Office: (02) 4929 2857
NEWCASTLE EAST (St. Philip’s)
48 Watt St., 10.00am.
Surfside Evangelical: 7.00pm.
Rev. John Macintyre (02) 4929 2379.
NORTH SYDNEY-GREENWICH
(St Peter’s) 234 Blues Point Rd. 10.00am.
& 6.45pm. Wednesday 1.15pm.
Greenwich: (Taylor Memorial)
86A Greenwich Rd. 10.00am.
Rev. Dr Paul Logan (02) 9955 1662.
Rev. Matthew Oates (02) 9405 2235.
ORANGE (St James)
Cnr Anson St. & Matthews Ave. 10.00am.
Rev. William Stewart (02) 6362 6304
PARKES/FORBES/PEAK HILL
Parkes: S. School 10.00am; Service 11.00am.
Forbes: 9.00am. Peak Hill: 10.00am.
1st Sunday. Rev. Craig Bland (02) 6862 2730
PARRAMATTA CITY
Cumberland High School,
Dunmore Ave. Carlingford.
S. Clerk: Mike Whiteman (02) 9484 1240.
PENRITH (St Andrew’s)
Doonmore St. near High St, 9.00am. &
7.00pm. Rev William Morrow (02) 4721 2440.
PORT MACQUARIE (St Andrew’s)
Cnr William/Munster Sts, 9.00am., 10.30am
Rev S Donnellan (02) 6582 2505
RANDWICK
Alison Rd. & Cook St. 10.00am. & 5.00pm.
Rev. Grant Thorpe (02) 9399 3183.
REVESBY
Cnr Tower St & Eastern Avenue,
Service: 9.00am & 6.30pm.
Rev. Dr Peter Barnes (02) 9774 5740.
ROSE BAY (St Andrew’s)
Cnr Dover Rd.&Carlisle St.
10.00am& 6.00pm.
Rev Bruce Christian (02) 9388 1206(O).
SOUTHERN CROSS
Park Ave. East Lismore
Rev. Stephen Cree (02) 6621 3655
SPRlNGWOOD
160 Macquarie Rd. 10.30am. & 6.00pm.
Winmalee : 481 Hawkesbury Rd. 9.00am.
Ass. Min. Mark Armstrong (02) 4751 1188
(O). I.M. Rev. Dr Lindsay Ferrington
STRATHFIELD (St David’s)
Barker Rd. & Marion St. 10.00am. & 6.30pm.
Rev Robert McKean (02) 9746 8123.
SUTHERLAND
Cnr Flora & Glencoe Sts. 9.30am & 5.30pm
Rev Andrew Clausen (02) 9521 2361
SYDNEY (Scots Church)
44 Margaret St. Sydney. Sun: 10.30 am.
Wed: 1.15pm. Rev. Adrian Van Ash
(02) 9299 7490 (O) (02) 9817 0587 (H).
TAMWORTH (St Stephen’s)
Cnr Matthews & Crown St. 9.00am &
6.30pm. Moonbi 9.00am.
Rev Stuart Andrews (02) 6765 8754.
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Tamworth Community Presb Church,
St Stephens, Cnr Matthews & Crown St.
10.30am. Rev Keith Walker (02) 6766 1802
Rev. Phillip Chang (02) 6766 6393.
TAREE
Albert St. 9.00am.
Rev. Paul Harris (02) 6552 1082(O).
TERRIGAL (Scots Kirk)
2 Willoughby Rd. 9.00am & 6.00pm.
Rev. Glenn Samuel (02) 4385 2240
TUROSS HEAD
277 Hector McWilliam Dr. 9.00am.
Rev. David Hassan (02) 4474 2186.
WAHROONGA
Wahroonga Presbyterian Church,
Cnr. Illoura Ave. & Stuart St. 9.30am.
Rev. Murray Fraser (02) 9489 3690
WAGGA WAGGA SOUTH
60-62 Coleman St. Turvey Park
9.00am & 10.30am.
Rev. Sandy McMillan (02) 6925 1228.
WEE WAA
Mitchell St. Rev. Mark Powell (02) 6795 4259
WENTWORTH FALLS (St Andrew’s)
Falls Rd. 9.00 am.
Rev. Keith King (02) 4784 1255
WENTWORTHVILLE (St Andrew’s)
7 McKern St. 9.00am & 5.00pm.
Rev. Luke Tattersall (02) 9863 8366.
WESTLAKES
Warnervale Community Hall, Virginia Rd
S. School 10.15am. Service 10.00am.
Rev. Esa Hukkinen (02) 4353 0868
WEST WYALONG
Pioneer Memorial, Court St. 10.30am.
Barmedman: 1st & 3rd Sunday. 9.00am.
Mirrool: 3rd Sunday. Tallimba: Contact
Minister. Weethalle: Last Sunday 7.00pm.
Mr. Graham French (02) 6972 2143.
WOLLONGONG (St Andrew’s)
Cnr Kembla & Burelli Sts. 9.45am & 6.00pm.
Rev. Granville Pillar (02) 4226 1725(O).
WOOLGOOLGA
Cnr Scarborough St & Landrigan Cl. 9.00am.
Rev. Jamie K. Newans (02) 6652 3183.
WOONONA
7 Gray St. Rev Peter Currie (02) 4284 4057.
WOY WOY
120 Blackwall Rd. 9.00 & 10.30 am.
S.Clerk: Keith Chapple (02) 4341 2688

queensland
ACACIA RIDGE
Cnr. Mortimer & Beaudesert Rds.
9.00am. & 6.00pm. Pastor Stephen Teale,
(07) 3277 0010, (07) 3711 3022 (H).
ASCOT
68 Charlton St. (Near Airport).
Nundah: 14 Rode Rd
Rev Guido Kettniss (07) 3216 4151.
Rev Les Hall (07) 3267 0558
ATHERTON (Tablelands)
Cnr. Alice & Jack Sts. 10.00am & 6.00pm.
Rev. Cameron Wills (07) 4091 1375
BALD HILLS
58 Strathpine Rd. 8.30am. & 7.00pm.
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Rev Peter Bloomfield (07) 3261 4305.
BRISBANE KOREAN
145 Ann St. 8.00am. 12.00 noon, 7.30pm.
Rev. Dr M. M. Y. Kim (07) 3300 3132
BRISBANE (St Paul’s)
53 St Pauls Tce. Spring Hill.
Rev. A. Gardiner (07) 3831 7458(O).
BUNDABERG
Cnr Water & Alice Sts. 9.00am & 7.00pm.
Rev. Wallace Brown (07) 4151 4766.
CABOOLTURE
24 Cottrill Road. 9.00am & 6.00pm.
Rev. Don Kennedy (07) 5498 6253
CAIRNS
85 Sheridan St. 9.30am. & 6.30pm.
Korean 11.00am. Cook Island 12 noon.
Rev. Harry Oh (07) 4051 2238
CALLIDE VALLEY
Biloela: Cnr. Kariboe & Melton Sts.
10.00am. Jambin: Three Ways 8.30am.
Rev. Mal Pierce (07) 4992 1441.
CHARLEVILLE/BLACKALL
78 Galatea St. 9.00am.
CLAYFIELD (Scots Memorial)
29 Bellevue Terrace, 9.30am & 6.30pm.
Rev. Andrew Richardson 0423 160 412
COORPAROO
Emlyn St. 10.00am.
H. M. Phil Case (07) 3397 8793.
CREEK ROAD
Presbyterian Ministry Centre, 1541 Creek Rd
(cnr Fursden Rd). Carina 9.00am & 6.30pm.
Centre: (07) 3398 4333. Rev Peter Barson
(07) 3398 9823. Ass. Mr Jens Norved (07)
3399 6123. Japanese Service 11.30am.
Jack & Keiko Marshall (07) 5501 9220.
DECEPTION BAY–BURPENGARY
Peace Presbyterian Church. 9.30am.
155-157 Maine Terrace, Deception Bay.
Rev. John Gilmour (07) 3203 2526.
GLADSTONE (St Andrew’s)
Goondoon & Bramston Sts. 10.00am.
Benaraby: O’Connor Rd. 8.00am. Calliope:
Dawson H’way (Stirrat St.) 2nd Sunday
9.30am; 4th Sunday 8.00am. Rev. D. Secomb
(07) 4972 1058 (O); 4972 1057 (H).
GOLD COAST (I)
Arundel: 132 Allied Drive 9.30am & 6.30pm.
Rev. Russell van Delden (07) 5571 5676 (O).
Robina: Cnr University & Cottesloe Drives
10.00 am & 6.30 pm.
Rev. Kevin Ridley (07) 5571 1416
GOLD COAST (II)
Mudgeeraba: Cnr Mudgeeraba Rd &
Regency Pde. 9.00am & 6.30 pm.
Rev. John Morrow (07) 5545 4167
GOLD COAST (III)
Christ Church: Currumbin Primary School,
Phillip Street, Currumbin – 9.30am.
Rev. Alan Radloff (07) 5593 8909.
ITHACA
100 Enogerra Tce, Paddington.
Service: 9.30 am. 6.30pm.
Rev. Robert Herrgott (07) 3300 6158.
IPSWICH
Cnr Limestone & Gordon Sts. 9.30am,
10.00am & 6.30pm.
Forest Hill: Church St, 9.00am.
Office: (07) 3281 7201, Fax: (07) 3202 2571.
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MACGREGOR
268 Padstow Rd. Eight Mile Plains 9.00am.
Pastor Ross Wilson (07) 3272 6265
MACKAY
Cnr Harvey St. & Evans Ave. Nth Mackay.
8.30am & 7pm. Sarina: Sarina Beach Rd.
9.30am each Sunday; Ph. (07) 4957 2835.
MARANOA
Roma: Queen Street 9.00am.
Rev. Walter Jones (07) 4622 1158
MAROOCHYDORE
45 Okinja Road Alexandra Headland 9.00am
& 7.00pm. Rev. Peter Barber & Church
Office (07) 5443 7073.
Rev. Keith Mayers (07) 5445 9209.
MARYBOROUGH
523 Alice Street. 9.00am (& 5.00pm first
Sunday). Rev. David Newman (07) 4123 1212
MONTO
Bell St. 10.00am. Abercorn 11.45am. (1st
Sunday). Kalpowar: 5.30pm.
Pastor Elton Wiltshire (07) 4166 1441.
NORTH PINE
57 Old Dayboro Rd. Petrie. 9.00am &
6.30pm. Rev P. Cornford (07) 3285 2104.
REDCLIFFE PENINSULA
WoodyPoint, Cnr. Ellen & Hawthorne Sts.
9.30am. & 6.00pm. Scarborough: Jeays St.
8.00am. Rev. Peter Whitney (07) 3284 2578.
ROBINA
Cnr Cottesloe & University Drs.
Rev. Kevin Ridley (07) 5571 1416.
ROCKHAMPTON (St Andrew’s)
51 Denham St. (cnr Alma Lne) 9.00am. &
6.00pm. Rev C. Kennedy (07) 4922 8241.
ROCKHAMPTON (John Knox)
Rundle St. 10.00 am. & 7.30 pm.
Rev. Jon Chandler (07) 4922 1825 (O)
(07) 4922 1540 (A/H).
ROCKHAMPTON ( St Stephen’s)
Burnett St. Nth Rockhampton, 8.30am.
Rev. Jon Chandler (07) 4922 1825 (O)
(07) 4922 1540 (A/H).
Mt Morgan: St Enoch’s, East St. 4.00pm.
Rev. Jon Chandler (07) 4922 1825 (O)
(07) 4922 1540 (A/H).
SANDGATE
Loudon St. 9.00am & 6.00pm.
Rev. D.K. Ashman (07) 3269 1231
SHAILER PARK/CORNUBIA
99 Bromley St. Cornubia. 10.00am &
6.00pm. Rev. Don Geddes (07) 5522 8982.
SPRINGSURE
Charles St. 10.00am.
Emerald: Cnr Ruby & Egerton Sts., 6.00pm.
Rev. B. J. Harrison (07) 4984 1550.
THE GAP
1195 Waterworks Rd, 9.00am.
Rev. Chris Perona (07) 3300 9875
TOOWOOMBA NORTH (St David’s)
Mary St. Also at Geham.
TOWNSVILLE (Willows)
26 Carthew St. Kirwan 9.30am & 6.30pm
Rev. David McDougall (07) 4723 1232
TOWNSVILLE (St Andrew’s)
113 Wills St. City. 9.00am. & 6.30pm.
Ass. Rev. Kwang-Ho Song (07) 4778 3823
Rev. Rudi Schwartz (07) 4771 2460
WEST TOOWOOMBA
Cnr Greenwattle & South Sts. 8.00am,
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10.00am & 6.00pm. Rev R. Sondergeld
(07) 4633 4000 (H) (07) 4633 4188 (O).
Past. Robert Farr (07) 4614 0467.
WINDSOR
Maygar St. 8.30am.
Wilston: Macgregor St. 10.15am.
Newmarket: Wilmington St. 6.00pm.

victoria
ARARAT
330 Barkly St (Cnr Albert St). 10.00am.
Rev. Iain Hutton (03) 5352 4054
ASHBURTON
Junction of High St. and High Street Rd.
near Warrigal Rd. 10.15am.
Rev Peter Orchard (03) 9889 6034.
ASPENDALE
Cnr Station St. & Lyle Grv. 9.00am. &
6.00pm. Session Clerk (03) 9580 6161.
AUBURN
Cnr Rathmines & Station Sts Hawthorn East
10.00 am. Rev. Trevor Cox (03) 9882 5256
BAIRNSDALE
159 Nicholson St. 10.00am.
1st of Month 5.00pm. S/school 9.00 am.
Rev. Gary Stephens (03) 5153 1669
BALACLAVA
106 Hotham St. & Denman Ave. 9.30am.
Rev. Tony Johnson (03) 9527 3270.
BENDIGO (St John’s)
Forest St. 10.30am.
Rev. Philip Burns (03) 5443 6189.
BLACKBURN
53 Gardenia St. 11.00am.
Rev P Locke (03) 9725 6417
BRIMBANK
Sydenham Community Centre
Cnr, The Community Hub & Overton Lea
Blvd, 6.00pm each Sunday.
Rev. Peter Owen (03) 9747 8195.
BUNDOORA
Bundoora Hall, Noorong Ave.
10.00am & 6.00pm.
Admin: Mrs M. Goodson (03) 9457 4962.
BURWOOD
(Chinese Presbyterian Church) 11.00am.
Cnr. Greenwood &Tennyson Sts.
Rev Dr John Elnatan (03) 9801 7645.
CAMBERWELL- Trinity
cnr Riversdale & Waterloo Sts. 10.00am.
Rev. Philip Mercer (03) 9882 8102
CAMPERDOWN-TERANG-GARVOC
9.30 am Aug — Jan. 11am Feb — July
Terang: 1 Warrnambool Rd.
Camperdown: Campbell & Brooke Sts.
Garvoc: 2:30pm. 2nd & 4th Sunday.
Pastor Bernie Thomas (03)5592 1041
CANTERBURY
146 Canterbury Rd. 10.30am. & 7 pm.
Rev. Grant Lawry (03) 9836 4601.
CANTERBURY JAPANESE
146 Canterbury Rd. 10.30 am
Mr Sam McGeown (03) 9894 2384.
CAULFIELD-ELWOOD
Caulfield: Neerim/Bambra Rds. 11.15am.
Elwood: Scott/Tennyson Sts. 9.15am.
I.M. Rev. Dr Botrosdief (03) 9505 3013.

CHELTENHAM Pioneers’ Presbyterian
8 Park Rd. Cnr. Charman Rd. 9.30am. Rev.
Choul Yat; Sudanese (Nuer Language) 2.30pm.
I.M. Rev. M. Wharton (03) 9018 9521.
CLIFTON HILL
Cnr Michael & McKean Sts North Fitzroy.
10.45 am. Rev. Peter Phillips (03) 9346 8044.
COLAC (Scots)
90-94 Armstrong Street. 10.00am.
Rev. Marvin Hagans H: (03) 5250 4360
O: (03) 5231 2398
DANDENONG
51 Potter St. 10.00am.
Rev. John Rickard (03) 9792 4252.
DONVALE
Seventh Day Adventist Church, Central
Road, Nunawading. 9.30am & 6.30pm.
Rev Gerald Vanderwert (03) 9842 9493.
(03) 9841 7020 (O)
DROMANA-MORNINGTON
St Andrew’s, Gibson St. 9.00am.
Mornington (The Chapel) Cnr Strachans
Rd. & Nepean Hwy. 11.00am.
Rev. Dr Michael Wishart (03) 5975 9514.
DROUIN
Church St. 9am. 10.30am. 7.00pm.
Rev. Ken Brown (03) 5625 1126.
ELTHAM
23 Batman Rd. 10.00 am
Rev. Don Elliott (03) 9439 9720
ESSENDON
Cnr Wilson & McPherson Sts. 9.15am &
7.00pm. Rev. Peter Phillips (03) 9346 8044.
FLEMINGTON
Norwood St. 9.30am.
S. Clerk Miss R. Anstee (03) 9650 9903.
FRANKSTON
30 Radiata St. 10.30am & 6.00pm.
Rev. Bill Medley (03) 9786 2976.
GEELONG (St. Georges)
Cnr. Latrobe Tce & Ryrie St.
10.00am & 7.00pm.
Rev. Graeme L. Weber (03) 5229 5493.
GEELONG NORTH
Cnr Victoria St & Balmoral Cres. 10.00am.
Rev. Allan Lendon (03) 5278 1887.
S. Clerk Mr Bert Stasse (03) 5241 4097.
GEELONG WEST (Scots)
Cnr. Pakington & Waratah Sts. 10.00am.
I.M. Dr. Allan Harman (03) 5256 2134.
HAMILTON
St Andrew’s, Gray & McIntyre Sts. 10.00am.
& 5.00pm. (last Sunday of month)
Phone: (03) 5572 1009
HAWTHORN
580 Glenferrie Rd. 11.00 am. & 7.00 pm.
Rev. Graham Nicholson (03) 9819 5347.
HEATHMONT
Cnr. Waterloo St. & Canterbury Rd.
Heathmont 10.00am.
Rev. Andrew Venn (03) 9870 5182.
KANGAROO GROUND
265 Eltham-Yarra Glen Rd. 9.30am.
S. Clerk: Dr R.Baldock. (03) 9437 1265
KOREAN MELBOURNE
16 Walnut Rd. North Balwyn. 11.00am &
3.30pm. Pastor Suk Won Kim 0438 985 738.
LEONGATHA
Cnr. Bent & Turner Sts. 10.00am.
Session Clerk: (03) 5662 2107
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MALVERN
161 Wattletree Rd. 10.30am. & 5.00 pm.
Rev. Philip Daffy (03) 9509 7373.
MELBOURNE
The Scots’ Church, Cnr. Russell & Collins
Sts. 11am & 7pm. Wed. 1.00pm.
Rev. Douglas Robertson (03) 9650 9903.
MELTON
Mowbray College, Centenary Ave. 10.00am.
Rev Peter Owen (03) 9747 8195.
MOE — YARRAM
Moe: 34 Fowler St. 10.00am.
Yarram: Cnr. Dougherty & Montgomery
Sts. 2.00pm. Rev Jared Hood (03) 5127 1296.
NOORAT
Cnr Mc Kinnons Bridge & Glenormiston Rds.
10.30am. Rev. Barry Oakes (03) 5592 5220
NUMURKAH
58 Saxton St. 11.15am.
Tallygaroopna: Victoria St. 9.30am.
Cobram: Cnr High and Pine Sts. (Anglican
Church) 2.30pm.
RESERVOIR
81 Edwardes St. 10.00 am. & 7.00 pm.
Rev. Ross Tucker (03) 9460 9523
ROCHESTER
Cnr Victoria St. & Echuca Rd.
11.00am & 7.30pm (every 2nd Sunday).
H. Missionary – Mr S. Arbuckle.
S. Clerk – Mr J. Broad (03) 5484 1927.
ST KILDA
Cnr Alma Rd. & Barkly St. 11.00am &
7.00pm. Rev. Bob Thomas 0417 592 646.
SHEPPARTON
Cnr. Hayes & Leithen Sts. 9.00am. &
7.00pm. Also Stanhope, Kyabram.
Rev Kyung Ee (03) 5831 6494.
SOMERVILLE
Cnr Jones Rd. & Park Lane.
Rev. Ian Brown (03) 5977 5469.
SOUTH YARRA
621 Punt Rd. 10.30 am. & 5.30 pm.
S.Clerk: Mr J. Adlawan (03) 9808 7391.
SUNSHINE
McKay Memorial, Anderson Rd.
10.00am. & 6.00pm.
Rev Cor Vanderhorn (03) 9311 1661
SURREY HILLS (St Stephen’s)
Canterbury & Warrigal Rds. 10.15am &
7.00pm. Family Services 6.00pm (2nd & 4th
Sunday). Deaf Presbyterian Church 2.00pm.
Rev. Tony Salisbury (03) 9551 3634
Rev. Chris Siriweera (03) 9833 3306.
UPPER YARRA – WARBURTON
3471 Warburton H’way. 10.00am. & 6.00pm.
Rev. Tony Archer (03) 5966 2309.
WANGARATTA – REGIONAL PARISH
Wangaratta, 158 Rowan St. 11.00am &
5.00pm (9.00am 1st Sunday)
Yarrawonga, 47 Orr St. 8.45am (11.00am 1st
Sunday). Myrtleford, 78 Standish St. 7.00pm
(5.00pm June, July, August).
Rev. Neil Harvey (03) 5721 6444
WARRNAMBOOL (St John’s)
Warrnambool: Spence Street. 10.30am &
7.00pm. Office: (03) 5562 2029. South
Warrnambool: McDonald St. 9.30am.
Woodford: Mill St. 11.00 am. I.M. Rev. Neil
Benfell (03) 5562 7771

G
D IE R LE IC ST O
M R Y

WEST FOOTSCRAY
141 Essex St. (Scots) 10.00 am.
Session Clerk: Ms J Swift (03) 9687 5701
WILLIAMSTOWN (St Andrew’s)
87 Cecil St. 10.00am.
Rev. Bruce Riding (03) 9397 5338
WOORI YALLOCK
Healesville Rd. 9.15am. I.M. Rev. Tony
Archer (03) 5966 2309.
WYNDHAM
116-120 Blackforest Rd. 10.00am.
Pastor Shane Cassidy (03) 9974 2024

western australia
BASSENDEAN
14-16 Broadway. 9.30am.
Rev. Ross Fraser (08) 9248 3252.
BICTON
Harris St. & View Tce. 9.30am & 7.00pm.
Rev. Andrew Robinson (08) 9339 3542
FREMANTLE (Scots)
90 South Tce. Worship & Sunday School
10.00am & 5.00pm, Wednesday 12.30pm.
Rev. Stuart Bonnington
(08) 9319 2208 Off. (08) 9336 6572
LEEDERVILLE (Henderson Memorial)
Cnr Kimberly & Ruislip Sts. 10.30am.
International Service 12 noon.
Rev. Seong Mo Byun (08) 9382 2325.

south australia
ADELAIDE (St Andrew’s)
92-98 Archer St. North Adelaide. 10.30 am.
Rev. Chris ten Broeke.
Session Clerk Mr D. Niven (08) 8381 4615.
ELIZABETH
106 Goodman Rd, Elizabeth South. 9.30am.
Session Clerk: Mr Bob Arstall (08) 8825 5226.
Int. Mod. Rev. S. Slucki (08) 8296 1581
LARGS NORTH
Brenda Terrace. 11.00am.
Rev. Raymond Brewer (08) 8263 9692.
MILLICENT
Cnr Fifth & Sixth Sts. 10.30 am.
Rev. Alan Clarkson (08) 9739 6490.
Also Rendelsham
MT BARKER
Hutchison St. 10.30 am.
Pastor Rupert Hanna (08) 8391 3151.
Mod. Rev. S. Slucki (08) 8296 1581.
MT GAMBIER
Allison St. 10.00 am. 5.30 pm. Also Allendale,
Glenburnie, Nelson (Vic), OB Flat.
Rev Gary Ware (08) 8723 9028.
NARACOORTE
Church St. 10.00am.
Rev. Andrew Gall (08) 8762 1035.
NORWOOD (St Giles)
79 The Parade. 9.15am & 7.00pm.
Rev Dr Reg Mathews (08) 8395 7841
PARA HILLS
174 Maxwell Rd. 10.45 am.
Rev Dr Reg Mathews (08) 8395 7841
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PENOLA
Portland St. 9.30am. Rev. Alan Clarkson (08)
9739 6490. Also Dergholm, Kalangadoo
PORT AUGUSTA
Jervois St. 10.00 am.
Barry Rossiter (08) 8642 2059.
SEACLIFF
Kauri Pde. Seacliff. 9.30am.
Rev. S. Slucki (08) 8296 1581.
WHYALLA
28 Ramsay St. 10.00 am.
S/Clerk H. Mashford (08) 8645 0818.
I.Mod. Rev. Dr Reg Mathews (08) 8395 7841.

tasmania
CORNERSTONE (Hobart) 10.00am.
The Philip Smith Centre, 2 Edward St, The
Glebe. Rev. David Jones (03) 6223 4701.
CROSSROADS 6.30pm.
Underground at 86 Murray St.
H.M. Michael Lynch 0414 669 554.
DEVONPORT (St Columba’s)
13 Edward St. 10.00am. Don: Waverley Rd.
2.00pm (1st & 3rd Sundays).
Rev. Steve Warwick (03) 6424 6066
HOBART (St John’s)
10.00am & 6.00pm (7.00pm daylight saving).
188 Macquarie St. (03) 6223 7213.
Rev. Robert White (03) 6229 7657
Rev. Rod Waterhouse 0438 555 983.
LAUNCESTON (St Andrew’s)
Civic Square. 10.00 am & 5.00 pm.
Church Office: (03) 6331 5412
Rev. Peter Thorneycroft 0438 315 412
MONTROSE
Cnr. Islington Rd. & Walker St. 10.00 am.
Mod. Rev. Rod Waterhouse 0438 555 983.
RIVERSIDE
Eden St. 10.45am.
Glengarry: 9.15am. Frankford H’way.
Winkleigh: 9.15am, 2nd Sunday.
Rev. Norman Shellard (03) 6327 2967
ROKEBY
Presby. Community Church, Tollard Dr.
Rev. Neil McKinlay (03) 6247 3656.
SCOTTSDALE
George St. 11.00am. Bridport: Westwood St.
9.00am. I.M. Rev. P. Thorneycroft,
Pastor Greg Munro (03) 6352 2527.
STANLEY (St James)
Fletcher St. 10.30am.
I.M. Rev. Steve Warwick (03) 6424 6066.
ULVERSTONE (St Andrew’s)
65 Main Rd. 10.00am.
I.M. Rev. Peter Thorneycroft 0438 315 412
WEST TAMAR (Auld Kirk)
Sidmouth 10.00am and Mole Creek 2.00pm.
I.M. Rev. John Britton (03) 6339 4480
To register your church in this section of AP
is an easy, low cost exercise.
Facsimile the AP office on: (03) 9723 9685
or E-mail us at: aus-pres@bigpond.net.au
The Annual Fees are:
Congregations under 50 $45.00 plus GST
Congregations 51 -99 $55.00 plus GST
Congregations 100 or more $65.00 plus GST
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It is finished.

DAY 5
THE PASSAGE

HEBREWS 9:23-28

THE POINT Christ (Messiah) can never be one of many. All

history and our eternal destiny are centred on Him alone. The
next and final big event of history will be His Second Coming
in power and glory.
THE PARTICULARS

• Heaven is the reality; the earthly tabernacle/temple could
only ever be an inadequate representation of this reality.
Christ’s once-for-all blood-sacrifice of Himself is the reality
that makes reconciliation possible between the holy God and
sinful man; the OT sacrificial system, requiring tedious repetition, could only ever be an impotent pointer to this reality.
The sacrificial system was appropriate for the temple on earth,

HEBREWS 10:1-10

THE POINT The Mosaic Law is a vital part of God’s Plan of

Salvation, but it was only ever meant to be the backdrop or
shadow – not the centrepiece or substance of it. The framework of the OT Law is essential for our understanding of what
Christ achieved for us on the cross, but, having come to that
understanding, we see in clear focus the inadequacy of the Law
as the basis of salvation.
THE PARTICULARS

• Apart from Christ there is no “endpoint” of the Law (cf
Romans 10:4); like mowing the lawn, it is just a continuous
repetition of ritual which by its nature has no terminus, making
it all too obvious that it never gets to the real heart of the sin

HEBREWS 10:11-18

THE POINT The fact that Jesus,our Great High Priest, has

now sat down at God’s right hand signals that His redeeming
work is now completed: all the sins of all God’s Elect – past,
present and future – are now fully atoned for and have therefore been forgiven. The task is done. Again we see the stark
contrast between Christ’s final, once-for-all sacrifice for sin and
the never-ending, day in and day out, treadmill of the duties of
the Aaronic priesthood.
THE PARTICULARS

• I am reminded of the man who was recommending a stuttering specialist: “H-he’s s-so g-good; h-he c-cured m-me l-last yyear”. So it is with the OT sacrificial system: because it can’t

problem (1-4).
• The sacrifice Jesus came to make was not the OT ritual one,
but rather His unrestrained obedience as a bond-slave to His
Father that would lead Him to the cross as the one, perfect sacrifice (cf Philippians 2:6-8). Psalm 40:6-8 is therefore anticipating this reality as if it were His very own words (interestingly, in both its Septuagint Greek and Massoretic Hebrew variants!) (5-9).
• By coming in a human body (his incarnation) Jesus was able
to make the perfect sacrifice for our sin as our substitute (10).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How are Law and Grace linked in this passage (cf verse 9b)?

cure sin it can only exist to foreshadow something better that
can (11).
• Verse 14 balances the tension between our watertight security
in Christ (justification) and the ongoing work of sanctification.
• The Holy Spirit is the author of Scripture (15-17).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Since the destruction of the second Temple in Jerusalem in
70AD the work of the Aaronic priesthood has, of necessity,
been suspended. What clear message from the sovereign God
of history should this be giving to Jewish people today? What
clear message is there here for us about the possibility of a third
Temple?

The perspiration of the saints.

DAY 8
THE PASSAGE

• Does this passage allow for the rebuilding of a Third Temple?

Fully forgiven forever.

DAY 7
THE PASSAGE

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

Sin’s final and fatal blow.

DAY 6
THE PASSAGE

but only Christ can provide full atonement that equips us for
heaven (23-26).
• God makes it very clear in His Word that there is no such
thing as re-incarnation: we only get one journey from the cradle to the grave, and how we respond to God’s provision in the
course of that journey determines where we will spend all eternity (27).
• Time-space history is linear: God sent His Son into the world
as the Saviour-Messiah; He has already come once to die as the
only sacrifice for man’s sin; He will come just once more to
wind up history and usher in the new age (28; cf Rev. 21:1-8).

HEBREWS 10:19-31

THE POINT Our author has been encouraging his readers to

rest secure in the finished work of Christ: He has died for our
sins and we are therefore forgiven; we have been made perfect
in Him (14a), and are constantly being made holy by His Spirit
(14b-16). Now he encourages us to persevere, repeating his
earlier warning (6:4-6) about “believers” who turn back! It is
the same tension Paul states, illogically but without apology, in
Philippians 2:12-13.
THE PARTICULARS

• We have no excuse for diffidence before our holy God: the
fear-inducing Most Holy Place has not only been opened up
for us by Jesus’ blood, but He is faithfully waiting inside to

greet us as friends – forgiven, washed, clean; why do we hesitate? (19-23)
• In National Service I was Private Christian! But there’s no
such thing. We were saved to be in regular fellowship together.
With all its warts and weaknesses the Church is an essential
part of Christ’s Plan for His people (cf Ephesians 1:22-23).
When He comes for His Bride He expects us to be working as
one (24-25).
• The dreadful fear of judgement ought to be enough to ensure
that believers who can’t fall away (John 10:27-30) don’t (2631)!
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What priority does Church involvement have in your life?
AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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Each victory will help you....

DAY 9
THE PASSAGE

S

HEBREWS 10:32-39

THE POINT Having warned his readers in the strongest pos-

sible terms of the dire eternal consequences of wilful disobedience (26-31) – although he had also just previously encouraged
them to recognise their eternal security in Christ (14-16)! – he
now strengthens them in their present battle by reminding
them of past victories.
THE PARTICULARS

• Like most of us, the Jewish converts for whom this letter was
intended had been much more on fire for the Lord at first than
they were becoming, due to disappointment and battle fatigue;
they had stood their ground against the odds at great cost (32).

• Persecution takes many different forms and can include hurtful slander and unjust treatment with regard to belongings. We
are to take this as inconsequential with regard to ourselves, and
as an opportunity for solidarity with fellow believers (33-34).
• Our confidence is in God’s grace alone: our eternal salvation
is the assured outcome of His activity in us (cf 8:7-12; 10:1318). Nevertheless, Scripture still warns us: “do not throw [it]
away” by wilful disobedience! Hopefully, we are now becoming quite accustomed to this tension throughout Hebrews! (3539)
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are you feeling battle-weary in spiritual warfare? Fight on!

Faith defined.

DAY 10
THE PASSAGE

HEBREWS 11:1-7

THE POINT Faith is taking at His word the God who speaks

in His Word.
THE PARTICULARS

• The people Hebrews 11 is going to put forward as examples
of the sort of faith we ought to have are people who were sure
of God’s promises simply because they were God’s promises,
and often despite the overwhelming evidence of human experience or even logic. God calls on us to trust Him in the dark
(1-2).
• Despite all its fanciful attempts to construct a past history of
the Universe without acknowledging a personal, intelligent
Designer, science remains nonplussed. In the light of verses 12, verse 3 challenges us to just believe what God has revealed in

Genesis 1 – He commanded, and it happened! And if it’s like
that, what’s the problem with creation in 6 days? (cf Exodus
20:11)
• Cain’s offering was a token, Abel’s a blood sacrifice which in
faith anticipated God’s ultimate provision for sinful man (4).
• Enoch also trusted implicitly in God’s provision for him (ie
he “walked with God” – Genesis 5:22, 24). This is real faith
(5-6).
• Noah spent 100 years building an ark before a mocking
world when there was no expanse of water to justify his actions
(7)!
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Could verse 6 be referring to faith in just any “God”? Why
not?

By faith, Abraham....

DAY 11
THE PASSAGE

HEBREWS 11:8-19

THE POINT Abraham is put forward throughout Scripture as

the model of faith. He earned this standing by ...
THE PARTICULARS

• ... acting on God’s call to uproot and move house without the
security of knowing exactly what God had in store for him (8).
• ... never treating any earthly dwelling place as if it were his
permanent home, but rather seeing heaven in this light, and
then living out the day-by-day duration of his earthly pilgrimage as a citizen of heaven and a refugee/alien here (9-10, 13-16).
• ... continuing to trust God to keep His promises even if
human logic and experience pointed to this being impossible
(11-12).

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How does your life of faith stack up against the points
above?
• Are you looking forward to heaven as your only true home?

“Certain of what we do not see”?.

DAY 12
THE PASSAGE

• ... not being unduly perturbed by not seeing the real fulfilment of the promises he was hanging onto this side of the
grave (13).
• ... obeying, without hesitation, God’s clear but quite “illogical” command to kill his son, Isaac, the very person on whose
continued life all the other promises depended for fulfilment
(17-18).
• ... trusting God to do the impossible, ie not confining Him to
the limitations of human reasoning or experience (19).

HEBREWS 11:20-29

THE POINT We live today in a very uncertain world where,

from a purely humanistic perspective, we have little grounds for
confidence in the future. We are concerned for the welfare of
our children and grandchildren. But there are not many times
in history when it hasn’t been thus. For people of faith, all that
really matters is that there is a sovereign God who cares about
them. We don’t know what the future holds but we know
who holds the future.
THE PARTICULARS

• Isaac, Jacob and Joseph all sought blessings for their children,
signifying their confidence in God to keep His promises (2021).
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• The Exodus from Egypt did not occur for over 300 years
after Joseph died or for 80 years after Moses was born; yet
Joseph, and Moses’ parents, acted on the strength of God’s
promise (22-23).
• Moses’ part in Salvation history leaves us in no doubt that all
he did he did in anticipation of God’s provision of a Messiah (ie
“Christ”); this Christ, though invisible, was all that mattered to
him in every decision he made and action he took (24-28).
• Stepping into the Red Sea at God’s command was an amazing
act of faith – it didn’t work for the faithless Egyptians (29)!
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are you practised at “stepping out in faith”?
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Pie in the sky... Yes!.

DAY 13
THE PASSAGE

HEBREWS 11:30-40

THE POINT God has achieved great things in the past

through people whose implicit trust in Him led to costly but
victorious obedience.
THE PARTICULARS

• The week-long daily march around Jericho was not a piece of
clever, reasoned-out military strategy but a simple act of faith
done in obedience to God’s command (30, cf Josh. 5:13-6:21).
• Jericho was terrified by Israel’s threat (Josh. 6:1); only Rahab
saw the LORD’s salvation with the eye of faith (31; cf Josh. 2).
• Like the author of Hebrews, I can only comment selectively
on the many heroes, or anonymous acts of faith, found in
Israel’s history; I simply note: Barak gets the glory when 2

HEBREWS 12:1-3

THE POINT The witness of valiant saints is a great inspiration

for all who follow; but, from start to finish, Jesus is the true
hero of faith.
THE PARTICULARS

• The “great cloud of witnesses (Gk: martyrs)” are the heroes
of chapter 11 whose faith was expressed by a life that put obeying God, and being in His presence forever, ahead of any desire
for the comforts and blessings this world has to offer (cf Phil.
3:7-11). Their testimony encourages us to run our race well (1).
• Genuine faith is demonstrated in a commitment to God that
gets rid of all worldly pursuits that detract from it, whether
they be specifically sinful habits/behaviour or even legitimate

HEBREWS 12:4-11

THE POINT Could I encourage parents of grumbling

teenagers to “hang in” with the “tough love”? My guess is that
many of them may even thank you later for taking a hard line
with discipline and so protecting them from harmful consequences. This is how a kind God deals with the rebellious
inclinations of those He loves.
THE PARTICULARS

• In the good fight of faith, many of the heroes of chapter 11
(and probably many other believers known to the recipients of
this letter) had actually died (“shed blood”) rather than give in
to the pressures of a sinful, godless world. The readers should
at least see their own afflictions in this light (4), but there is

things that might disrupt our walk with Jesus (cf Mark 9:42-49)
(1).
• The ultimate testimony to spur us on is that of Jesus
Himself. From the start (cf Rev. 13:8) He has been the champion of the true faith that trusts God’s sovereign goodness to
the point of submitting to His will in all things, regardless of
the cost, and He has modelled this faith to perfection, even to
crucifixion (2).
• Keeping Jesus’ example constantly before us should help us
not to give up as we fight the good fight of faith (2 Tim. 4:7)
(3).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How serious a participant are you in the daily race of faith?

more ...
• These hard times should never be looked upon negatively.
God makes it quite clear in His revealed Word (Proverbs 3:1112 being but one example) that sonship and discipline go
together: God designed things so that one authenticates the
other (5-8).
• Human discipline administered within even well-adjusted
godly families can fall short of God’s standard because of sin in
our hearts; but we can trust God’s discipline always to produce
a good result no matter how hard we find it along the way (911).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How relevant is this teaching to our own society today?

No Sunday School picnic.

DAY 16
THE PASSAGE

• How are faith and obedience intertwined in these examples?

Tough love: Ouch, but thanks.

DAY 15
THE PASSAGE

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

Jesus’ perfect testimony.

DAY 14
THE PASSAGE

women (Deborah and Jael) were the real heroes (Judges 4);
Samson and Jephthah help us see the grace aspect of faith
(Judges 10-16, cf Ephesians 2:8); and great faith can result in
either living or dying (32-37)!
• Today’s “prosperity theologians” would do well to note how
faith in God gives no guarantee of comfort in this life (37b-38).
• OT faith is always pointing forward to Christ (cf 26).
Unlike us, those heroes of faith all died without seeing God’s
promises finally fulfilled, but they will still be with us in heaven
(39-40).

HEBREWS 12:12-17

THE POINT The Jewish Christians addressed in this letter

may have had the idea that their new life in Christ was going to
be all “health and wealth”. But God is serious about “bringing
many sons to glory” (2:10), and the disciplinary process He
uses is a tough course. It is not for wimps, or for those who
aren’t committed to holiness.
THE PARTICULARS

• We have a double duty in the Christian race: to keep ourselves fit and strong by disciplined training (12); and to avoid
putting stumbling blocks in the path of weaker fellow-runners
(13).
• Efforts at holiness can too easily become a source of division

among Christians because of pride/envy. Hebrews challenges
us with the need to pursue both holiness and harmony conjointly, not letting any bitterness negate the grace that saved us
(14-15)!
• The physical attractions of this world are very powerful. Too
many in the history of the Church have let sexual, or, like Esau,
other bodily passions rob them of eternal salvation (16).
• We are to “seek/call on the Lord while He may be found/is
near” (Isaiah 55:6), and not presume to think we can respond
whenever it might suit our convenience (17; cf 6:4-6; 10:26-31).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How can we pursue holiness without appearing Pharisaical?
AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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Law or Grace: Your choice?.

DAY 17
THE PASSAGE

HEBREWS 12:18-29

THE POINT Christ has come to rescue us from the terror of

God’s wrath as it appeared in His giving of the law on Sinai.
What Christ offers in its place is so infinitely (and eternally!)
better it is hard to imagine anyone being foolish enough to
refuse to take hold of it.
THE PARTICULARS

• The recollection of what happened on Sinai (Exodus 19:1024) should be enough in itself to discourage anyone from failing to put every effort into taking up the grace option and sheltering in Christ from the intensity of God’s holiness (18-21;
Exodus 24:17).
• The benefits of the Covenant of Grace (represented by Zion,
the heavenly Jerusalem) are unequalled: assembly with the

angels and with the elect who have been made perfect by being
clothed in Christ’s righteousness; fellowship with Jesus
Himself who sealed the Covenant forever with His own shed
blood (22-24).
• Abel’s blood cried out for vengeance; Christ’s satisfies that
need and speaks of forgiveness and lasting peace with God
(24).
• To refuse God’s offer of peace on His terms is to invite disaster. There is a future “visitation” of God in Christ’s Second
Coming from which there is no escape apart from the Saviour
(25-29).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How awe-ful is the way you worship God in your life (2829)?

Some searching questions.

DAY 18
THE PASSAGE
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HEBREWS 13:1-7

THE POINT These verses are as relevant today as they have

ever been in the Church’s history. They touch on issues that
Christians in the West need to take seriously – and to act upon
(cf James 1:22-25).
THE PARTICULARS

• We are to show concern for our brothers in Christ, but how
do we know whether even a stranger (whom we would not see
as a Christian brother) is not a special messenger from God, as
was the case with Abraham and Lot in Genesis 18 and 19 (1-2)?
• How much effort do we in the West put into empathising
with the persecuted brothers and sisters throughout the world
(3)?
• How strong a stand are we as Christians making today

against the declining morality of our society with its condoning
of sex outside marriage? Do we uphold the sanctity of marriage (4)?
• Is our security in the faithful God who has promised to supply all our needs, or are we really influenced just as much as
non-Christians are by persuasive, want-inducing advertising (56)?
• Do we need stronger godly leadership in the Church today,
both in terms of what is given, and in terms of how we respond
to it? Have we become too individualistic and anti-authoritarian(7)?
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How much have we allowed our culture to mould our theology?

In Christ alone.

DAY 19
THE PASSAGE

HEBREWS 13:8-16

THE POINT Jesus has come, died, risen and ascended. This

puts everything in a new light. He never changes, so now we
must look at the whole Mosaic Law through Him, and it must
come to us through Him. Having a relationship with the living God can no longer be seen in terms of ritual, religious practice, or institutional membership – but only in terms of Christ
and what that implies.
THE PARTICULARS

• The message of God’s redeeming grace in His Son Jesus
(Saviour) Christ (Messiah) has always been and will always be
the same (8; cf 1:12; Psalm 102:27; Luke 24:27; Colossians 1:17;
Rev. 13:8).

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are you depending on Christ alone for acceptance before
God?

The covenant of peace.

DAY 20
THE PASSAGE

• Rules and regulations can never save; only grace can. Christ
is our sacrifice, and so to come to Him in faith we must relinquish dependence on any other basis for access to God (9-10).
• The rejection of Jesus by Judaism, leading to His death “outside the camp” (as foreshadowed in Ex. 29:14), has itself foreshadowed the ultimate inability of any human institution to be
the final and enduring solution (11-14; cf 11:10, 13-16, 26-27).
• Jesus alone is our sacrifice; but we can offer to Him enthusiastic vocal praise/worship, and the good deeds this inspires (1516).

HEBREWS 13:17-25

THE POINT God has made peace with us through Christ;

therefore we are to please Him by being a community of peace
– all for His glory.
THE PARTICULARS

• Christian leaders carry a heavy responsibility (cf 7; 1 Pet. 5:14). How we respond to them affects both them and us (17f,
24).
• It is interesting that although the whole epistle has been
about Jesus and His superiority over every other method God
has used to interact with mankind, verse 20 is the only reference to Jesus in the role of shepherd, or to His resurrection.
The emphasis has always been on His roles as sacrifice and
priest, as brother and fellow-sufferer with us, and as our ruling
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advocate in heaven.
• Sin made us God’s enemies; Jesus’ blood has sealed a
covenant of peace with us, and His resurrection enables Him to
shepherd us in the paths of righteousness to honour Him (2021; cf Psalm 23).
• The personal notes (18-19, 22-24) heighten our curiosity as
to the identities of our author and his readers, but don’t satisfy
it. It must suffice to know that Hebrews is part of God’s
inspired message to us, but (like the rest of the Bible, making it
such a unique book) was written to address a real historical situation.
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Is God changing your life daily by His grace through His
Word?

N

Across
Australia
Victorian moderator

T

he Commission of the Victorian
Assembly met on Tuesday 1 May, and the
Rev. Graham Bradbeer, chaplain to
Scotch College, was appointed moderator designate of the 2007 General
Assembly.
The Rev. John Wilson, the unanimous
nomination of the presbyteries, was
appointed assembly clerk. He will continue as lecturer in practical theology at
the Presbyterian Theological College on
a half-time basis. The Rev. Peter Phillips,
minister of Clifton Hill/Essendon
parish, was appointed deputy clerk.
However, the commission was unable
to appoint a training officer. The
Theological Education Committee
reported that advertising so far had failed
to produce a suitable candidate. It will
advertise again. The commission also
authorised the TEC to advertise for a fulltime lecturer to strengthen staffing levels
at the theological college and to bring a
nomination to the 2007 General
Assembly for appointment from 1 Jan
2008.

Ministers’ pay rise

Ttershe inminimum
remuneration for ministhe Presbyterian Church of
Victoria was increased from $41,376 to
$42,576 as from 1 July.

Defending marriage

I

n response to a report by the Church
and Nation Committee, the Victorian
commission affirmed its commitment to
the scriptural pattern of marriage, while
also noting the clear scriptural teaching of
God’s judgment upon homosexual activity and desire as unnatural and detestable;
the Bible’s message of the love of God for
sinners and the good news of the forgiveness of sin, of a new beginning and of
eternal life for all who repent and believe
in the Lord Jesus Christ; and the Bible’s
message that those who know God’s forgiveness gladly seek to live a life that
pleases God, including abstinence from
sexual intercourse before marriage and
faithfulness within marriage.
The commission directed the committee in the event of legislation relating to
same-sex relationships to defend marriage
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and to bring into public view the
Christian understanding of marriage.

Ten graduates in Queensland

T

en students graduated from the
Queensland Theological College on 2
March. The graduation ceremony, held in
the chapel of Emmanuel College, was a
memorable time of joy and fellowship for
the students and their families and friends.
Dr Terry Clarke, QTC’s new lecturer in
Old Testament and Hebrew, spoke from
Exodus. Andrew de Vries, Keith Harris
and Andrew Bigg graduated with the
Bachelor of Theology. Scott Muir
received a dual award, the Bachelor of
Theology and the Advanced Diploma of
Ministry. Michael Nakhla and Peter
Stanton graduated with the Advanced
Diploma of Ministry while Jens Norved,
John Evans, Phil Case and Stuart
Atkinson completed the Presbyterian
Church’s Candidacy course for Ministry.
The graduates have dispersed throughout
Australia.

Gordonvale centenary

O
n 27 January 2007, the John Gordon
Memorial Hall at Gordonvale (Qld) was
full of eager visitors for the church’s centenary and the launch of the 100-year history book. Many of the older members
were able to renew acquaintances of many
years. Special displays had been arranged
recording photos of session clerks and
elders from about 1915 to the present.
Past and present impressions of church
life were also shown, including fashion, of
both ministers and congregation.
Queensland moderator Rudi Schwartz
unveiled a granite memorial stone.

istry in Brisbane by ECOM (evangelising
commerce), a group committed to evangelism in urban areas across Australia.
Their rationale is that, since people spend
around 40 hours per week at work and
build relationships in an environment of
goodwill and trust, it is an ideal environment for Christians to share their faith.
ECOM has ministered in Sydney for
more than 15 years and now has an average attendance at its main central city
Bible talk of about 150. It is also established in Perth and Canberra, and has
involvement in ministry in Melbourne
and Adelaide. During its February meeting, Ann Street Session decided to support a possible future ECOM ministry in
Brisbane.

Gladstone growing

G

ladstone (Qld) has had a growing
number of young families that are now a
regular part of the worshipping congregation. Three babies and two young children
have been recently baptised: Hugh
Jobling, Krystyn and Carla Jacobson,
Benjamin Cullen and Daniel Cuff. This
increase is indicative of a growing number
of young families that are now a regular
part of the worshipping congregation.
A Bible study group for younger

Backpacker ministry

F

or three years now the Presbyterian
Church at Stanthorpe (Qld) has given a
free meal twice a week to any backpacker
who cared to come. This is followed by
free English lessons every Friday night
with coffee, tea and a meal. A gospel message is always part of it.

Ann Street steps out

F

or some time now, the Ann Street
(Brisbane) session has been giving consideration to the challenges of ministry in its
“backyard” – the inner city. These challenges are enormous and the church could
not hope to address them all. The session
decided to support a possible future minAU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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women was started in October 2003,
which grew as the women invited friends
and contacts. The teaching focused on
Biblical principles for being Christian
wives and mothers, and this had a transforming effect on all involved. In time,
two groups were formed, one repeating
the original studies while the second
branched out into other areas of Bible
study. A group for men was organised in
October 2004, The group is still going in
spite of shift-work interrupting the attendance of some of the men. Nearly all of
the families represented in these two
groups are now part of the regular Sunday
congregation at Gladstone.
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ictorian moderator Grant Lawry
reported to the commission on his trip to
Sudan and the condition of the
Presbyterian Church in the southern parts
of the country, and the signing of a memorandum of understanding between the
PCV and the Presbyterian Church of
Sudan.

who have not.
The data analysis, by La Trobe
University researchers in Melbourne, was
published in the Australian and New
Zealand Journal of Public Health. It found
that partner violence is the most powerful
factor in whether a young woman decides
to terminate an unwanted pregnancy. It
also found women from poorer backgrounds were more likely to terminate
their pregnancies.
The authors of the report said “We
didn’t know what would come out, but
certainly it doesn’t surprise us. People are
generally unaware of what a strong role
violence plays.” The researchers found
that women who reported recent violence
of any kind were likely to have reported a
termination, while women who had had a
violent partner at some stage of their lives
had significantly higher odds of having
had an abortion. The researchers found
that reducing violence against women
was the key to reducing the number of
unwanted pregnancies and therefore
abortion.
APN

Abortion link to violence

Six decades of service

Sudan visit

V

Ttionships
he long-lasting impact of violent rela- This year David Yates of Chatswood
on women has been illustrated Presbyterian Church in NSW, resigned
in research showing that young women
abused by their partners are more than
twice as likely to have an abortion as those

from the committee of management after
60 years of unbroken service. David
joined the committee in 1947 after leaving

the Navy. During his time on the committee, David served 13 years as secretary
and 10 as session clerk. Another to retire
at Chatswood was Barrie Breeze, from
his role of cleaning the church after some
30 years of service. Barrie still serves the
church as session clerk and is renowned
for his dry wit during church announcements.

Around
the World
Falwell dies

T

he Rev. Jerry Falwell has died at 73.
He was found in his office at Liberty
University, presumably after a heart
attack.
Falwell, a television evangelist who
founded the Moral Majority, became the
face of the religious right in the United
States in the 1980s. He was credited with
playing an important role in having
Ronald Reagan elected president, and was
one of the first to employ television ministry.
The blue-eyed preacher with a booming voice started a church in an abandoned
bottling plant in Lynchburg, Virginia, in
1956 with just 35 members. He built it
into a religious empire that included the
24,000-member Thomas Road Baptist
Church, the Old Time Gospel Hour carried on TV stations around the country
and 9600-student Liberty University.
Falwell survived two serious health
scares in early 2005. He was hospitalised
for two weeks with what was described as
a viral infection, then hospitalised again a
few weeks later after going into respiratory arrest.

Caloundra – Qld
Self contained 2 BR Units.
Ocean views, BBQ & heated pool,
close to shops and beaches.
Contact Marianne/Martin
07 5491 7155
or email info@seafarerchase.net
Web www.seafarerchase.net
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Christians fear president

C

hristians worry persecution in mostly
Islamic northern Nigeria will increase following the election of Musa Yar’ Adua, a
Muslim, as president. Church leaders are
concerned Yar’ Adua will aggravate existing problems for Christians in the region.
“Our fear is that under a Muslim president, religious liberty will be eroded,”
Rev. Polit told Compass. “As governor of
Katsina state in northern Nigeria,
Yar’Aduna imposed Shariah (Islamic) law
and presided over a system of deliberate
denial of land for building churches, as
well as government agencies that arbitrarily closed some churches.”

From tract to prison

AAlabama
man accused of robbing two shops in
has apparently turned himself in
after reading a religious pamphlet. George
Richard Hunter, 47, of Century is
accused of two armed robberies within a
12-hour period. He turned himself into
the sheriff ’s office, admitting that he
robbed the stores to buy crack cocaine.
Hunter told police he went to Georgia
intending to rob another store until a
woman handed him a Christian pamphlet.
After reading the pamphlet, he decided
not to commit the robbery and to turn
himself in instead.

Extortion in Baghdad

I

slamic militants in Baghdad, Iraq, are
demanding payment by Christians of the
traditional sharia tax, jizya. Jizya was a
humiliating tax levied on Jews and
Christians who lived in Islamic lands in
return for protection. Muslims also
claimed it was a payment for not having to
bear arms and fight in defence of the
Islamic state – an honour reserved only
for Muslims. Christians in the Dora
neighbourhood of Baghdad are being told
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to pay the tax – otherwise they face the
choice of converting to Islam or leaving
Iraq.
Iraqi Christians have shared that the
demands for jizya payment have been
going on for some time. Though they
have appealed to coalition forces for help,
none has been forthcoming. The situation
has not been helped by US troops using a
church training centre as a base for their
attacks on insurgents. This only reinforced the insurgents’ views that the
Christians are allies of the coalition forces.
Islamic extremists have also been
demanding the payment of jizya from
Christians in northern Iraq. Many
Christians have taken the decision to leave
Iraq, trying to find safety from the violence. It has led to a sharp decline in the
Christian population. Though Christians
comprise only 5 per cent of Iraq’s population, approximately 40 per cent of Iraqi
refugees are Christians. This is stark evidence of the anti-Christian nature of
much of the violence.
Barnabas Fund

Smacking bill in NZ

of attacks on Christians is linked to a campaign against Chief Minister Reddy by
Hindu extremist groups. “Hindu extremists are accusing the chief minister and the
state government ruled by the Congress
Party of having a ‘Christian’ agenda,” Paul
said.
Compass Direct

Christians arrested

M

ore than 40 Indonesian Christian leaders were arrested after a video recording of
them praying for Muslims was leaked to
Islamic organisations. Muslims claim the
Christians blasphemed the Koran by placing it on the floor and praying for millions
of people that had been deceived by it.
The Islamic organisations consider the
video’s content abusive and have released
the video to the media. Among the
imprisoned were parents of young children. According to sources in Indonesia,
some imprisoned women and the elderly
have been released. The Voice of the
Martyrs is working to assist families.
Voice of the Martyrs

Scots united
Pforced
ressure from Christians and others
an amendment to a bill in New The leaders and representatives of a wide
Zealand that makes smacking children spectrum of churches in Glasgow have
illegal. The amendment makes clear that
“police have the discretion not to prosecute complaints against a parent ... where
the offence is considered to be so inconsequential that there is no public interest
in proceeding with a prosecution.”
Destiny Church leader Brian Tamaki
hailed the last-minute changes to the antismacking bill as a “glorious victory”. An
estimated 1000 people gathered outside
Parliament in Wellington to protest
against the bill and hear Mr Tamaki speak.
He claimed it was “the voice of the
people that had caused the Government
to back down”, and said there were
enough existing laws to deal with child
abuse.
NZPA

signed a common statement celebrating
the way in which they are working more
closely together than ever before as part of
anti-sectarian efforts.
The statement is backed up by a leaflet,
How They Love One Another. Signatories
to the common statement include the
Baptist Union of Scotland, Church of
Scotland, Methodist Church, Religious
Society of Friends, Roman Catholic
Church, Salvation Army, Scottish
Episcopal Church, United Free Church
of Scotland, United Reformed Church
and the Evangelical Alliance.
Christian Today

Hindu extremists agitate

H
indu extremists in the southern Indian
state of Andhra Pradesh have brought the
incidence of Christian persecution to an
unprecedented high, including a slander
campaign against the state’s chief minister,
Dr Y. S. Rajasekhara Reddy, a Christian.
Sam Paul, public affairs secretary of the
All India Christian Council, said at least
one anti-Christian incident occurs per
day. Paul believes that the rising number
AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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Beckwith becomes Catholic

Jmulti-billion
apanese manga cartoons have become a Renowned evangelical philosopher
pound global market, com- Francis Beckwith has become a Roman
monly associated with martial arts warriors rather than with nuns and monks.
But the Catholic Church in England and
Wales has launched its own comic strip
this week to attract teenagers into the
priesthood.
The church hopes that its manga
comic, with pictures of nuns and monks
playing pool and surfing the internet, will
help to improve the image of the vocation,
which leaders believe is seen as “monotonous and boring”.
The minimum age to enter a seminary
is 18, but children as young as 10 are being
targeted by the recruitment drive, which is
encouraging them to consider life as a
parish priest or in a religious order.
About 5000 primary and secondary
schools have been sent posters promoting
a website that features a manga comic
strip based on five young Catholic characters.
Father Paul Embery, the church’s
director of vocations, admitted that persuading teenagers to commit to a life of
poverty, chastity and obedience was not
an easy sell, but said that the church was
desperate to reach younger candidates for
ordination.
Sunday Telegraph

Catholic and, as a result, has resigned as
president of the Evangelical Theological
Society.
Beckwith, associate professor of
church-state studies at Baylor University
in Waco, Texas, said the decision he made
to seek “full communion” with the
Roman Catholic Church grew from his
desire to find “historical and theological
continuity” with the early Christian
church.
Beckwith, whose philosophical arguments have aided abortion opponents and
intelligent-design advocates, has been a
leading figure in the ETS, the prominent
academic society for conservative
Protestants.
Because Beckwith was a Catholic in his
youth, he needed only to go to confession
and receive absolution to become
Catholic again, he said. Even after returning to his Roman Catholic faith, he
planned to remain a member of the
Evangelical Theological Society, he said,
“because I can in good conscience, as a
Catholic, affirm the ETS doctrinal statement”.
The ETS executive committee issued a
response on 8 May praising Beckwith but
calling his resignation “appropriate” in
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light of the differing belief systems of
evangelicals and Catholics.
Baptist Associated Press

On the
Agenda
Turkey: horror and hope

O
n 18 April three Christians were brutally tortured and slain by Muslim nationalist youths in the Zirve Publishing
House in Malatya, Turkey. The horrific
hate-driven brutality of the killings has
left many Turks feeling shocked and
ashamed. The church meanwhile has
responded not with riots and revenge but
with amazing grace.
One of the Turkish martyrs, Necati
Aydin, a Bible teacher and pastor, was a
student at Martin Bucer Seminary’s
Turkish study centre in Ankara. Martin
Bucer Seminary (MBS, Bonn, Germany)
has conducted an independent investigation and compiled a report on the incident
which is available on the WEA RLC website. The MBS report notes that the two
Turkish martyrs, Aydin and Ugur Yuksel,
are the first known Muslim converts to
Christianity to be martyred in Turkey.
The other victim, Tilmann Geske, was a
German citizen.
These murders follow the killing of
expatriate Catholic priest Father Santoro,
60, shot in the back as he knelt praying in
his Trabzon church in February 2006, and
of Armenian Orthodox writer Hrant
Dink, 53 who had been charged with
“insulting Turkishness” and was shot outside his Istanbul office in January.
Tens of thousands of Turks filled the
streets for Dink’s funeral. The gracious
and dignified eulogy given by his widow,
Rakel, left a deep impression on many
Turks. This has been reinforced by the
gracious and dignified testimonies of the
loved ones left behind by the recent
tragedy. The shock wave being sent
through Turkish society by this Christian
grace and forgiveness has been described
by one person in Turkey as a “spiritual
earthquake”.
The MBS report comments: “There
has been an enormous media storm in
Turkey following these events. Many
Turks have sent letters to the newspapers
expressing their deep disgust. The widow,
Susanne Geske, earned tremendous admi-
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ration for her words in a TV interview the
day after the massacre. She said she forgave the murderers of her husband, the
way Christ forgave his murderers, citing
Jesus’ prayer, ‘Father, forgive them, for
they do not know what they are doing’.
Many letters to the newspapers are saying
that now they really want to read the New
Testament or even to describe themselves
as Christians, since they no longer want to
have anything to do with Islam.”
But tension is high and some voices are
still fanning the dangerous flames of antiChristian hatred. The day after the murders, Ministry of Justice director-general
of laws Niyazi Guney claimed that “missionaries are more dangerous than terror
organisations”.
The church has courageously opted
not to retreat underground. Christian
leaders have boldly stepped out, been
interviewed and photographed attending
the martyrs’ funerals. Many churches,
while now under guard, are worshipping
with their doors open so people can come
in, watch, listen and take Bibles. Compass
Direct reports that on 25 April four
Christians (an American, a Korean and
two Turks) were arrested for sharing their
faith in a park in Istanbul. They are being
charged with “missionary activity, disturbing the peace and insulting Islam”.
World Evangelical Alliance

Press, who had two requirements. The
translation had to be faithful and theologically accurate, and follow the same page
layout as for all editions of Ultimate
Questions. Secondly, the congregation had
to underwrite a minimum print run of
5000 copies. All up this required a commitment of about $5000. The congregation then raised the money by making the
translation project the focus of its 2006
Thanksgiving Offering.
The Rev. John Ellis, a lecturer from the
Presbyterian Church of Victoria at the
Presbyterian Theological Seminary,
Dehra Dun, in Northern India, was asked
to find a suitable translator. At his suggestion, Bhim Bhadur, a graduate from the
seminary, and presently working for
World Vision was engaged to do the
work.
Hawthorn session clerk Richard Tabe
said: “We are not a large congregation, but
this project has enabled us to touch the
world in an exciting way. Good Christian
literature has the capacity to keep on
speaking for many years following its initial publication. We have already agreed to
sponsor another edition of Ultimate
Questions for the sub-continent in the
Malayalam language, and are proceeding
with one in Indonesian.”

Question 47

By Tracy Wilkinson and Louis Sahagun

Heaven-bound

Epublication
vangelical Press has just completed the Limbo has been in limbo for quite some
of John Blanchard’s evange- time, but is now on its way to extinction.
listic booklet Ultimate Questions in the
Hindi language thanks to the initiative of
the Hawthorn Presbyterian Church.
This brings to 47 the number of languages
in which the booklet is available.
The minister, the Rev. Graham
Nicholson, said that the idea grew out of
the congregation’s practice of giving away
a copy of Ultimate Questions to all who
come as visitors to the congregation.
“Everyone who comes to Hawthorn
receives a letter of welcome, and a
Christian booklet. Ultimate Questions is
ideal for us. It is an excellent presentation
of the gospel, and very attractively presented. We had used the English, Korean,
Chinese and Japanese language editions
extensively, but had nothing equivalent
for visitors from the sub-continent. The
session chose to sponsor a Hindi edition
because it is the first or second language
for over 400 million people,” Mr
Nicholson said.
The project was undertaken with the
support of the publisher, Evangelical

A Vatican committee that spent years
examining the medieval concept published a much-anticipated report last
month, concluding that unbaptized babies
who die may go to heaven.
That could reverse centuries of Roman
Catholic traditional belief that the souls of
unbaptized babies are condemned to eternity in limbo, a place that is neither heaven
nor hell. Limbo is not unpleasant, but it is
not a seat alongside God.

Catholic doctrine states that because
all humans are tainted by original sin,
thanks to Adam and Eve, baptism is
essential for salvation. But the idea of
limbo has fallen out of favor for many
Catholics, who see it as harsh and not
befitting a merciful God.
The
Vatican’s
International
Theological Commission issued its findings — with the approval of Pope
Benedict XVI — in a document published by the Catholic News Service.
Limbo, the commission said, “reflects
an unduly restrictive view of salvation.”
Its 41-page report concluded that there
are “serious theological and liturgical
grounds for hope that unbaptized infants
who die will be saved and brought into
eternal happiness”. The committee added
that although this is not “sure knowledge”, it comes in the context of a loving
and just God who “wants all human
beings to be saved”.
A church decision to abolish limbo has
long been expected. Benedict and his predecessor, the late Pope John Paul II,
expressed misgivings about the concept.
Never part of formal doctrine because it
does not appear in Scripture, limbo was
removed from the Catholic catechism 15
years ago.
In the 5th century, Augustine declared
that all unbaptized babies went to hell
upon death. By the Middle Ages, the idea
was softened to suggest a less severe fate,
limbo.
The commission said the question of
limbo had become a “matter of pastoral
urgency” because of the growing number
of babies who do not receive the baptismal rite. Especially in Africa and other
parts of the world where Catholicism is
growing but has competition from other
faiths such as Islam, high infant mortality
rates mean many families live with a
church teaching them that their babies
could not go to heaven.
LA Times

Visiting Ballarat?
Worship with us at Ebenezer Presbyterian Church.
Every Sunday 10.30 am.
214 Armstrong Street South.
Rev. Dr John Woodward
Phone: (03) 5334 2909
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Good news
The church “census” shows the tide is turning in Australia.

T

he tide has turned for Australian
churches after years of declining
numbers, but the problem will get
worse before it gets better, according to the authors of a church “census’’.
The survey, believed to be the biggest
in Australia after the real Census, reveals
that churches are reinventing themselves
for the 21st century and that worshippers
are happier with church, more motivated
and more community-minded than
before.
However, ageing congregations – in
many local churches the average age is
over 70 – were “a huge sword of
Damocles hanging over the church’’,
according to the director of the National
Church Life Survey, Keith Castles.
“It’s like the global warming debate. If
we act now there’s still going to be worse
before things turn around, and it’s the
same for the church,’’ Dr Castles said. But
churches were no longer in denial, and
there was a creative energy emerging
across the denominations.
The survey – previously done in 1991,
1996 and 2001 – last year involved 400,000
attenders in 6000 churches representing
most large denominations, providing the

Barney
Zwartz
biggest church data base in the world.
The 2001 survey showed an overall
decline in attendance of 7 per cent, but a
rise in evangelical and Pentecostal
churches.
According to senior researcher Ruth
Powell, overall statistics for church attendance will not be available until the end of
the year because researchers now have to
gather data from churches that did not
take part in last
year’s
survey.
There are no
The survey Presbyterian figshows a ures yet.
“We will constronger sense tinue to see
of inner life decline in church
emerging numbers for the
among next decade or so,
church-goers. simply because
large mainstream
churches
are

older and that has to play itself out. But it’s
clear the tide is turning,’’ Dr Powell said.
The survey found that more churchgoers believed their church was ready to
try something new than five years ago,
many more felt their church had a vision
for the future, more felt nurtured, and
more were getting involved in helping the
community. Some 22 per cent are involved
in church community service and 22 per
cent in wider community service.
About six per cent of worshippers
were new to church in the past five years
(14 per cent in Pentecostal churches).
Dr Powell said that in a decade the
church would be smaller but much clearer
about its purpose and vision.
“Younger people say if I’m going to
accept this faith, the Christian package,
it’s got to make a difference today and
tomorrow – it’s got to be part of transforming me, and I want to be part of
transforming the world.’’

D

r Castles said the survey showed a
stronger sense of inner life emerging
among church-goers. They wanted a
more proactive involvement, to use their
gifts and skills, and this would be a challenge for church leadership.
The church continued to play an
important role in building community, he
said. “But there’s still this huge sword of
Damocles hanging over the church, this
huge resource of faithful people who are
getting older. The church is going to lose
that wisdom, and it’s going to hurt.’’
He said the church still had to think
about how it reached the wider community, and did not become its own happy
little group. “There are some positive
glimpses but we are not out of the woods.
It’s still going to go down before it goes
up, and indeed it will be a different
church.’’
He said one sign of that was the
increasing importance of the church in the
developing world. “Clergy now come
from Africa and speak here. That
wouldn’t have happened 20 years ago – it
was always the other way round.’’
This article first appeared in The Age, for
whom Barney Zwartz is religion editor. ap
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Celebrity charity
Allying fame and poverty oversimplifies the deep issues involved.

S

peaking as someone who heads a
Christian aid organisation, our
fundraising may well benefit from
celebrities raising public awareness
about world poverty since the proverbial
rising tide lifts all boats. If celebrities
decide to assist our cause, why should I
complain? Pure self-interest should have
me cheering them on.
Even so, something about it doesn’t sit
right with me. It’s not the self-serving
aspect of rich and famous people jumping
on board as advocates for poor people.
Self-promotion is business-as-usual for
Hollywood, and therefore too obvious to
be a surprise.
I am concerned that this growing
“celebritisation” of charity has a dark side.
A problem crops up when the rich decide
to make poverty their project — making it
a fashionable project only aggravates the
problem. The crux of the issue is power
— particularly the disparity of power that
exists between those who want to help,
and those identified as needing help.
To expand on this, I would begin with
three brief observations from the Bible.
First, the Lord shapes people to be used in
his service, with humility as a prime
requirement. Second, Jesus proclaimed
the Kingdom of God as “good news to
the poor” and called His followers to a
costly discipleship marked by fellowship
in His sufferings. Third, the Bible’s attitude toward money, and the power that
goes with it, is cautious. Money can be
used for good, but is also the source of
much evil and unnecessary anguish. In
either case, it is a mere instrument, not an
unadulterated good in itself.
Allying fame and poverty inherently
oversimplifies the deep issues involved.
I enjoy American Idol. The personalities involved seem like good-hearted people. But their suggestion that a shortage
of money is the critical issue in the fight
on poverty is rejected by every reputable
agency involved. Billions are being poured
out, yet many problems that afflict Africa
and other regions remain intractable.
What’s wrong with this picture?
People who live in circumstances of
poverty are not incapable of helping
themselves. They have enormous (albeit
often untapped) capabilities, but they are

Robert S.
Paul
often hindered by deep feelings of powerlessness. What is required to help people
in great need without reinforcing their
self-perception that they have no capacity
to address their own needs? A short
answer is “wisdom”. A longer answer is
“coming alongside as humble servants,
not riding in like celebrated saviors”.
One of our organisation’s senior leaders visited an impoverished village that
needed clean water. They were aware of
the need, and asking for help. He had
enough money to pay for a well to be

Celebrity
priests call for
a kind of easy,
feel-good
generosity that
eases a vague
sense of guilt
among the
affluent.
built. He found himself reaching into his
pocket, but his training told him otherwise. So he asked them what it would take
for them to build a well, and joined them
in thinking through the problem. One
man drew a picture of the bricks that
would be needed. Others joined the discussion. In less than an hour, the villagers
outlined what they would need, and set a
goal of building the well within six
months. But their projection was off target. The well was successfully finished in
less than two months.
This is not to say that outside aid is
never needed. But it is too often assumed
to be the answer, because money is the
most obvious (and often easiest) thing we
have to give. By resisting the urge to
merely give money — and to implicitly
accept the perception of those villagers
that they were incapable of helping themselves — my colleague helped them dis-

cover something money cannot buy: a
greater sense of their own ability, dignity,
and control over their lives. That is the
deep issue of poverty that money cannot
solve.
The subtle idea that “we must help
them because they are incapable” also
flirts with an old pernicious attitude —
the notion of the “white man’s burden”.
Having a proper conscience about helping
one’s neighbour is very different from
thinking that we who are rich must rescue
them who are poor because they cannot
help themselves.

T

he concern I feel about celebrity
spokespeople is summed up in photos
featuring tall, handsome (mostly white)
men and women walking in a sea of undernourished black children. These images
rekindle stereotypes of white strength and
black weakness that ought to have been
discarded by our culture long ago.
Meanwhile, tens of thousands of humble and dedicated people serve daily in
religious and secular relief organisations,
bringing hope, lifting dignity, and empowering change among the poor. Celebrity
campaigns may, one hopes, create a rising
tide that lifts all agencies and individuals
who are helping the cause, but there is a
danger to this glitzy answer. Marx
famously accused religion of being “the
opiate of the masses”, but the entertainment industry now holds that cultic role.
Celebrity priests call for a kind of easy,
feel-good generosity that eases a vague
sense of guilt among the affluent.
I want to register a plea for a more
effortful, deeper understanding of the
human situation of poverty and the remedies that must be applied. If celebrities
want their fame to make a difference to
the poor, they are more than welcome to
pitch in.
But the real leader in the campaign
against poverty is Jesus, who defined the
issues — and the price to be paid — 2000
years ago. He still sets the standard.
Dr Robert S. Paul heads Medical
Ambassadors International. This article is
reprinted from tothesource.org, a website
that provides informed opinion on current
ap
cultural issues.
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State of tension
The church can pursue political goals, but they rank below the gospel.

W

hat basis do Christians have for
banding together to lobby governments in favour of Christian
morality, Christian agendas?
It is clear from the pages of the Old
Testament that God bound Himself to
Israel in a covenant relationship, so that
when Israel rebelled God sent his
covenant messengers, the prophets, to
admonish and declare God’s judgment
upon Israel. However, Jesus’ mission centred not on the nation but rather upon the
redeemed called out of every nation to be
His gathered people, His bride, His
church.
The church therefore exists in the
world, but is not of the world. When the
Apostle calls for the expulsion of the
immoral brother (1 Cor. 5) he does not
call upon the state to further punish him,
although the state with its own sphere of
authority may choose to do so (Rom. 13).
Later, Paul says (1 Cor. 6) believers are
not to use the civil courts against one
another, while words of admonition (vv911) are directed to the church and not the
state.
There has always been a stream of
thought in the Presbyterian Church
(exemplified most clearly in the post-civil
war Southern Presbyterian Church in the
USA) that the church, being a spiritual
entity, should not meddle in political
affairs.
There is great sense in this. It is to
recognise the responsibility of the church
to be true to its calling: to testify that all
men and women without exception are
lost in sin, separated from God and one
another, and that salvation from such misery – whether for individuals, the nation
or indeed the created order – can only
come through Christ.
To the extent that the Christian might
find cause to engage in political lobbying,
and these are desperate times, such activity must never obscure the church’s witness to the gospel. It is a fact that in
engaging in some great moral crusade the
gospel has been lost sight of. One such
notable example, I suggest, was the temperance movement of the early 20th century, supported by both evangelicals and
liberals, a movement which failed to
understand the depths of human sinful-

David
Palmer
ness but also by the nature of its crusade
closed many men’s hearts and minds to
the gospel. Law was allowed to prevail
over gospel.
But the question remains: is there any
sound basis upon which Christians either
as individuals or in associations or even as
the church engage in political activity for
good and godly reasons?
Historically, both Luther with his “Two
Kingdoms”
teaching
and
Not only did Calvinists, espeKuyper seek to cially those in the
give content to Dutch tradition,
have replied in the
the definition
affirmative. The
of culture on a figure
of
Calvinistic Abraham Kuyper
foundation, towers over the
but his whole landscape of cullife was tural engagement,
one grand of which political
demonstration activity is but one
subset.
of the idea.
Thirty years
ago the American
philosopher
Nicholas Wolterstorff wrote: “The
Kuyperian (that is, the one following in
the thought and practice of Kuyper) does
not deny the importance of genuine piety
or true doctrine. However, he does not
see the heart of the appropriate response
to the gospel as consisting in these. He
sees it rather as consisting above all in
joining up with those people whom God
has called out from the world to do His
will in all areas of life and to seek the
reformation of society in accord with His
laws. The Bible is seen as the record of
God’s dealings with His called-out people
of long ago and His word for the life of
His called-out people today. The
Kuyperian, unlike the pietist, does not
seek to avoid culture and society. He seeks
instead to reform it.”
The best insight into Abraham
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Kuyper’s thought I know of are his Stone
Lectures on Calvinism, delivered at
Princeton Theological Seminary in 1898
and readily accessible on the internet.
Commentator Henry van Til writes:
“Not only did Kuyper seek to give content to the definition of culture on a
Calvinistic foundation, but his whole life
was one grand demonstration of the idea.
He entered with zest into the contest of
claiming the crown rights of Christ as
Lord. He was not only a dogmatician but
also a statesman; he was a professor of
theology and a prime minister of the
(Dutch) Queen; he gave learned lectures
but also aroused men to their political and
social duties: Kuyper was educator, journalist, author of many books, orator of
great stature, art lover and world traveller.”
The concept of sphere sovereignty
belongs to Kuyper. It was his conviction
that in each distinct sphere the Christian
community should work at cultural formation and reformation. Each sphere has
its own area of responsibility and those
working therein are accountable only to
God.
The vision of Kuyper is best caught in
his oft-repeated saying “In the total
expanse of human life there is not a single
square centimetre of which Christ, who
alone is sovereign, does not declare, ‘That
is mine’.”

T

his all embracing view of the world
and all its activities from a Christian
perspective can also be found in the work
and writings of many English and Scottish
Calvinists. The English Puritans come
readily to mind as do the group of evangelical Church of England laymen known
as the Clapham Sect. This latter group in
the first half of the 19th century did much
in the political realm, on the basis of their
Christian understanding, to improve the
life of working-class people in industrial
Britain.
Benjamin Warfield, professor at
Princeton and contemporary of Kuyper,
once described Calvinism as “that sight of
the majesty of God that pervades all of life
and all of experience”.
For me, Kuyper’s attractiveness lies in
his largeness of vision and his courage. In

an age when Christians crouch, heads
down, in their bunkers, it stirs one to look
back to a truly great man who once wrote
“there is courage in our blood again and
lustre in our mild eyes. We have learned to
venture again, and to admit that our
enemy is riding high in the saddle”.
In our Australian Presbyterian tradition we have established “Church and
Nation” committees on a federal and state
basis. Included in the mandate of the
Victorian committee we find the requirement to make “special study of contemporary trends, movements and controversial issues in public life as may require the
General Assembly to acquaint the
Government or other relevant authorities
of the church’s attitude and the revealed
will of God on such matters”.
It is important to note both the
requirement to seek the revealed will of
God in Holy Scripture and to take note of
the church’s attitude. By this I don’t mean
that this might differ from Scripture but
in the sense of the church as a whole,
meeting in assembly, seeking the will of
God on issues not specifically touched
upon in Holy Scripture or where there
may still be some difference in opinion.
Given this kind of mandate for our
church and nation committees, we can
make certain practical remarks.

T

he work of Church and Nation in
public debate and political activity
must always be subservient to the
church’s gospel mission. In other words
the law, whilst it must do its work, must
give way to the gospel. We want the
Presbyterian Church to be known publicly as a church that welcomes sinners in
whatever state they may be in and further,
brings Christ in His saving grace to such
people. In this, the church differs from an
issues-based parachurch body.
Wherever possible we should seek
common cause with other Christian bodies, preferably other Christian denominations but also parachurch groups, while
noting the different nature of such
groups. Finding other church bodies to
work with is far from easy.
We should seek to work with
Christians who maintain good working
relationships with politicians, preferably
of all political persuasion. At the present
time, the Australian Christian Lobby
(ACL) admirably fulfils that role. It will
remain important for ACL to recognise
the theological and ethical underpinnings
that church bodies such as the
Presbyterian Church bring to specific
issues.

It is always desirable to engage courteously on a personal basis with politicians,
making representation for Christian positions on a given matter. This even applies
when Governments and Oppositions
propose or support legislation utterly
inimical to our Christian beliefs, such as
legalising embryonic stem cell and human
cloning research.
It is said that, in the post-World War 1
period in the US, fundamentalists and
modernists shared a common commitment to preserving Christian civilisation

We need to
be careful
about talk of
Australia being
a Christian
nation.
Such talk is
unhelpful.
in the nation. This resulted in them showing little hesitation in resorting to political
activity in order to promote their agendas
in the public square. We need to be careful
about talk of Australia being a Christian
nation. Such talk is unhelpful.
The most that we can say is that
Australia’s culture, including its institutions, having been predominantly shaped
by the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic heritage of its
early settlers in the modern era, has been
deeply impacted for good by Christianity.
But we must be honest enough to admit
that at the same time there was always a
strong secular, anti-Christian element in
our nation. Of course, to the extent that
Australian culture does embrace Christian
ethics, Christians as members of
Australian society must seek to uphold
and defend such aspects of the culture.
At times difficult, heart-searching
issues will arise when decisions are needed
between competing objectives.
When the likelihood of achieving what
we desire (say, banning abortions, save
some possible rare exceptions) is zero for
all practical purposes, we should consider
promoting some lesser goal that moves
legislation in the direction of the prohibition of abortion. Examples might include
making representation in favour of the
banning of partial-birth abortions or the
compulsory counselling for women seeking abortion, including showing 4D ultrasounds of the unborn baby.
In this we will be opposed by those
pro-life groups who would not accept any

strategy other than the demand for the
outright banning of any abortion.
However this stance is unrealisable into
the foreseeable future and only serves to
perpetuate the current conditions where
90,000 or more abortions take place each
year.
We always need to bear in mind the difficult nature of governing a society comprising fallen, sinful people, including the
politicians themselves. The church’s voice
is but one voice and at present is unlikely
to exceed 10 per cent of the population –
although on issues such as the Marriage
Amendment Act, Christian fellow travellers can raise the proportion significantly.
Wherever and whenever, we will
defend the “widows and orphans” and
always work for the protection of the
family as the basic unit of human society,
hopefully never forgetting as well the
original inhabitants of this land.
There are no doubt other worthwhile
things to say, and certainly the Christian
activism envisaged by Kuyper had more to
do with individual Christians banding
together on the basis of common interests
than the church undertaking such work,
but that is a subject for another time.
David Palmer is convener of the Victorian
ap
Church and Nation Committee.
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True encouragement

Letters
Flawed and offensive

Smentettingwithasidethe my
fundamental disagreeidea that the Bible teaches
“male leadership”, the argument of J.
Ligon Duncan III (“Women’s Work”, AP,
April) depends upon false logic which is,
frankly, offensive.
That pagans had (or have) ideas about
the role of women; that persons calling
themselves feminists also have ideas about
the role of women, says nothing about the
basis of my belief or the belief of many
Christians that the Bible does not support
“male leadership” but equality (and equality requiring ordination of women). The
false logic is to select the reasoning of an
irrelevant group and to impute it to everyone. The offensiveness is to suggest that
anyone holding the belief must have been
influenced by pagan traditions or “feminist” ideals.
There can be no doubt that this is what
Duncan was doing. How else are we to
understand the linking by both Duncan
and (interviewer) Peter Hastie of paganism and what they are pleased to call
“Christian feminism”?
I know nothing about paganism. I have
never studied it or even read about it. I
know little about “feminism”. To my mind
it is simply either a pejorative or a badge of
pride, depending upon the point of view of
the user. I was baptized at Scots Kirk,
Mosman, in 1944. I have been Presbyterian
ever since, although I attended Anglican
and Methodist schools. I became a communicant in the Presbyterian Church in
about 1960 when I attended St David’s,
Dee Why, and was a member of the Youth
Fellowship there. I was Procurator of the
Church for more than 20 years. It is this
history, not paganism or feminism, which
has formed my beliefs.
I object to the suggestion that my
beliefs have been influenced by pagan or
feminist thinking, whether direct or indirect. The use of specious and offensive
logic to support a belief, however strongly
held, does not reflect well on the person
using it. It might even be used to evaluate
the legitimacy of the belief it is being used
to defend.
The Hon. Garry Downes AM,
Judge, Federal Court of Australia,
Sydney

I

was preparing dinner when my husband
was sorting the incoming communications
for the day. With his standard in house
joke he said, “Here’s your monthly chockies dear!” and proceeded to drop my treat
(AP, April) on the coffee table where I sit
to read. He calls me an AP tragic. He
would not dare to presume that he has first
rights to this publication in our house!
I whizzed past to get a glimpse of the
topic of the month. I had enjoyed so
much the March edition on the Lord’s
Supper. This month: “What is a Woman’s
place in the church?” Oh no, not one of
those “divide and conquer” topics. I’ll
have a look later, I thought.
Well, I did, and enjoyed Professor
Duncan’s interview very much. His biblical foundation in Genesis 1 and 2 was
most encouraging. Feminism is so dominant in our reading today that it was wonderfully refreshing to read how God has
made us man and woman equal in our salvation, in the image of God, yet beautifully different with our individual roles
that complement each other.
It was a real encouragement to me, as a
woman, to continue seeking to humbly
serve God each day along side my husband. Complementing, rather than competing with him, or for that matter any of
my brothers in Christ.
Thank you for all that AP staff do to
bring us this excellent publication.
Lyn Richards
Heathcote, NSW

Women elders still

Isentation
write in response to the thorough preof one view on ministry roles
for women in the church outlined in the
April edition of Australian Presbyterian.
Having read the April edition, I believe
clarification is required to avoid some articles sustaining a common misunderstanding in Australia about the history of the
ordination of women in our denomination.
Your editorial may uphold the impression that women have never served as
ministers or elders within the
Presbyterian Church of Australia. My
understanding is that women have had
opportunities to serve in our denomination as ministers since 1974, and as elders
since 1967.
While the opportunity for women to
be ordained as ministers was revoked in
1991, and some states have similarly
removed the opportunity for women to
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be ordained as elders, a very small number
of female Ministers, and a significant
number of female elders continue to
actively serve to this day.
Thus, the stance of the Presbyterian
Church of Australia on the ordination of
women has not remained constant over
the years. It is entirely possible that the
stance may change again in the future.
Ian Bartholomew,
Canberra

Patronising and unbalanced

IAndrew’s
write on behalf of the session of St
Church, Newcastle, regarding
the interview with Professor J. Ligon
Duncan (AP, April).
While our session has no problem with
articles in our official church magazine
which present theological views with
which most – if not many – of our Church
members completely disagree, we believe
very strongly that the integrity of AP is
compromised when such articles are published without reference to the fact that
there are strong theological – and practical
– arguments in the other direction on the
issue of women’s role in the church.
Sadly, the adjacent articles, which we
suspect were designed to present some
“balance” do not add anything to the real
debate i.e. what the Scriptures say, or
mean, regarding women’s role in leadership in the Church – and studiously avoid
the issue of women in eldership.
Quite frankly, some of the views, of
your guest from the USA are offensively
patronising toward our Mother Church
in Scotland, and one wonders why he
chose to do a higher degree in Edinburgh.
One would have thought that he may
while in Edinburgh have studied the considered views of the master theologian
Professor William Barclay on 1 Timothy
3 – who has a completely different view
to your guest.
Further, it should have been evident
that Duncan’s views would be quite offensive and hurtful to the many highly
respected and dedicated women elders
serving in our church – especially in NSW.
We hope we can look forward to an
article in the next issue to give our readers
the opposing point of view on women’s
role in leadership – and in eldership. If
that does not occur, it will be difficult for
us to continue to recommend AP to our
members as an unbiased publication.
Professor Alan D. Hewson AM,
Session clerk, St Andrews, Newcastle

L

Feeling hotter

Avariety
s a sometime reader of AP, I enjoy the
of topics and opinions expressed

Phil Crofts
Coffs Harbour

Promoting a gay agenda

D

avid Palmer’s “Civil List” article in
April’s AP was disappointing in two
respects: first, that AP team evidently had
no qualms in publishing an article that
overtly promotes the public policy agenda
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of the gay rights lobby, and second, in its
failure to present an even half-way compelling justification for the pro-registration position. Beyond the naïve and questionable assertion that relationship registers are a useful tactical ploy to win the socalled “war on marriage”, the main argument presented is the half-baked idea that
such registers somehow foster “fairness in
a secular society”.
In fact, even seemingly modest legislative initiatives to normalise homosexual
relationships inadvertently enshrine
unfairness within the legal system.
An abundance of sociological data confirms that the optimal environment for
the rearing of children is one involving
their biological fathers and mothers
within a legally-sanctioned marriage relationship. Consequently, in well ordered
societies the world over, special rights,
financial rewards and privileges were historically attached to heterosexual marriage, in tacit recognition of the superiority of this living arrangement and the
good of future generations. This viewpoint was consistent with – and was often
reinforced by – the moral teachings of all
branches of the Christian church.
In contrast, the “childless vision” at the
heart of homosexual relationships ensures
they inevitably centre upon self-gratification and present consumption. On the
macro scale, one is reminded of the influence of the homosexual economist J.M.
Keynes during the 20th century.
Providing a revelatory insight into the
pessimism that attaches to the homosexual mindset, he once famously asserted

that “in the long run, we are all dead”.
Since the worldview sustaining homosexual relationships is inferior to that animating heterosexual marriage, it is fair and
appropriate that special rights and benefits
are attached to the latter in contrast to the
former.
Since the potential for off-beam viewpoints to erode the reputation of our
Presbyterian Church is considerable, I
would urge Mr Palmer to devote greater
effort to familarising himself with the
substantive issues accompanying contentious public policy debates before
rushing to express muddle-headed viewpoints in the pages of our national magazine.
Associate Professor Phil Burcham,
Perth

They’d be welcome

I

t was interesting to read the May AP,
especially the article by Bruce Meller. I
have been a member of the Presbyterian
Church now for 13 years and during those
years I have never had an elders’ visit.
Having come from a denomination
(Reformed Church) where it is common
practice to try and visit all members at
least once a year, I felt it a bit strange not
to get any visits.
I hope that through the articles on the
subject of elders, the elders might see their
responsibility.
Terry Meenks
Ballarat, Vic.

ST ANDREWS CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
PREP –YEAR 12
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333 Burwood Highway, Burwood 3125
Tel: 9808 9911 Fax: 9808 9933
Email: enquiries@standrews.vic.edu.au

therein, and in particular, I have found the
issue on The Lord’s Supper (March) of
great personal benefit. However, not so
the article “Keep Cool” by David Palmer,
and the printing of his opinion does nothing to promote balance in this crucial
debate.
His flippant use of language is almost
designed to be inflammatory: comparing
the scientific news to the “prophets to
errant Israel”, the debate “that bears the
hallmarks of a religion”, “climate alarmists
like Flannery and Gore”, and a “significant body of global warming sceptics
excluded from the IPCC process”.
Comments such as these almost border on some sort of environmental fundamentalism (ignorance?). They are opinions only, and Palmer produces nothing in
the way of evidence to back them up.
But it gets worse. Palmer then moves
on to infiltrate his argument with the idea
that the future use of nuclear power is
almost automatic, showing absolutely no
awareness of the economic concerns and
environmental disasters that are predicted
to follow that political decision.
He endorses the idea of adaptation
over mitigation as the way forward, validating this on the basis that “God is committed to his creation”. The mention of
“man’s folly” goes back to the fundamentalist idea again, and does nothing to
recognise that man has changed the world
significantly.
And finally, his last paragraph reference
to the debate as “a useful distraction to the
encroachments of Islam” does nothing to
bring genuine intellectual credence to the
debate over global warming, nor our
interaction with Islam. I realise that AP
states that “opinions expressed are those
of the contributor and not necessarily
those of the PCA”, but many readers do
not recognise that fine differentiation. It
would be nice to see a future issue give a
contrary opinion to Palmer’s; I’m sure
Tim Flannery would relish the invitation!

E

Are you looking for a school that will support you in your God given duty as a
parent? Our ethos is to support parents by offering a sound, traditional, academic education
within a Christian framework.
At St Andrews Christian College we want to grow God’s kids, God’s way!
Our aim is to provide a traditional, academic education within a Christian framework.
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JULY 2007
1 Naracoorte parish SA with about 110
c&a, 20 yf and 5 e; Andrew & Kareen
Gall.
2 NSW General Assembly meeting this
week at PLC Sydney (at Croydon) –
the fellowship debates and decisions;
the moderator (Bruce Gorton), clerk
(Paul Logan), all officers and members.
3 Robert McKean (and Pamela) recently
inducted to Orange parish, western
NSW with about 155 c&a, 20 yf and 8
e; and for the now vacant Strathfield
parish.
4 Presbytery of Canberra ACT/NSW –
7 parishes and 5 home mission stations
totaling 17 congregations with about
1400 c&a and 195 yf, and 6 retired
ministers. Peter Davidson clerk.
5 Martin Eagles new mission partners
(APWM) worker from Revesby,
Sydney teaching English and theology
with our partner churches in
Myanmar (Burma).
6 Rex & Beverley Swavely now at
Toukley parish north of Sydney, with
about 100 c&a, 2 yf and 9 e.
7 Mr K. S. new mission partners
(APWM) worker from Hobart, in
South East Asia with Asian Outreach
involved in a varied ministry including
producing literature in the local language.
8 Central Burnett (Gayndah) home mission station Qld with about 20 c&a, 6
yf and 8 e; Ken and Adrienne Lowe.
9 Ballarat North parish Vic. including
Smeaton and Mt Prospect with about
80 c&a and 11 e; Grant & Esther
Vayne.
10 Presbytery of Bendigo, Vic.; 4 parishes
and 3 home mission stations totaling
10 congregations with about 415 c&a
and 140 yf, 1 defense chaplain, 1
retired minister. Tony Zirngast clerk.
11 Albert and Penny Pierce in the midwestern PIM Patrol WA, and the fill-

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19
20

ing of the vacancy in the KimberleyPilbara patrol.
John Knox parish Rockhampton Qld
including Alexandra Gardens, Morinish
and Mt Morgan with about 60 c&a, 15
yf and 5 e; Jon & Nancy Chandler.
Matthew & Kiri Vander Heiden mission partners (APWM) workers from
Blacktown East NSW in Portugal with
Pioneers and European Christian
Mission involved in training local
Christians.
Day of Prayer for Christian Witness
to Israel with workers among Jewish
people in Sydney (Paul Morris,
KayChan Park), UK, NZ, France,
Bulgaria, Hungary and Israel.
Dennis and Glenys Tranter mission
partners (APWM) workers from
Frankston, Vic. in Borroloola NT with
Australian Indigenous Ministries; pray
for their health, sons and young foster
children and part-time patrol work
with Presbyterian Inland Mission.
Pray for the moderator, preachers and
filling of the vacancy in Tallangatta
home mission station northern Vic.
including Dederang with about 35
c&a, 10yf and 4 e.
Roseville-Lindfield-Killara parish
northern Sydney with about 100 c&a,
10 yf and 17 e; Graham & Janet Spence.
Assembly treasurers and general managers: Wayne Richards NSW, Keith
Booker Qld, Michael Allison Vic.,
Brian Redpath SA, Graeme Roberts
Tas., Rod Lane WA.
Auburn parish Melbourne with about
35 c&a, 15 yf and 4 e; Trevor & Ann
Cox.
Effective Christian witness in
Universities and other tertiary education agencies by chaplains (including
Richard Quadrio & Beverley Paterson
NSW, David Jones, Tas., Peter Leslie
and John Diacos, Vic.), Christian
groups (e.g. AFES), staff and students.

CORRECTION 4 April: Vacant The
Entrance Parish north of Sydney,
about 75 c&a and 6e.
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21 Ian & Christine Case mission partners
(APWM) workers from Mitchelton,
Brisbane International Information
Technology Coordinator with WEC
International.
22 Grafton parish far northern NSW
including Coutts Crossing and
Nymboyda with about 150 c&a (communicants and adherents), 40 yf
(younger folk – Sunday School and
youth) and 22 e (elders); Ian and
Narelle Schoonwater. Also St
Andrews Christian Community
School, Frank Bailey principal.
23 Presbytery of Maroondah, southern
Melbourne with 8 parishes totaling 10
congregations with about 525 c&a and
250 yf, 3 theological candidates, 1 theological lecturer, 1 Healthy Churches
director, 6 retired ministers and 1
under jurisdiction. Doug Fraser clerk.
24 Queensland General Assembly meeting this week – the fellowship, debates
and decisions; the moderator (Kim
Dale), clerk (Ron Clark), all officers
and members.
25 Douglas and Jeanette Bennett mission
partners (APWM) workers from
Woolsthorpe western Vic. in Papua
New Guinea (since 1983) with
Wycliffe Bible Translators .
26 Casino parish far northern NSW with
about 120 c&a, 90 yf and 3 e; George
& Susan Ayoub. Also Casino
Christian Community School, Ern
Case principal.
27 Dr Jacquie McLeod mission partners
(APWM) worker from Armidale
NSW who periodically spends time in
West Africa with SIM International as
an anesthetist.
28 Moe parish eastern Vic including
Yarram, with about 90 c&a, 10 yf and
7 e; Jared & Cassie Hood.
29 Alex & Tracey Banks mission partners
(APWM) workers from Stanthorpe,
Qld in Pusan, S. Korea with Overseas
Missionary Fellowship involved in

evangelism through English teaching.
30 Cardinia-Koo-Wee-Rup home mission
station Vic. with about 15 c&a, 1 yf
and 1 e; Wally & Rosemary Zurrer.
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Books
The Man and the Story
Behind Amazing Grace
Peter Rahme
2007, info@amazinggrace.org.au
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

Jbreathed
ust 200 years ago John Newton
his last on this earth. His hymn
Amazing Grace has been widely appreciated even by those who seem not to have
understood his words, but this provides a
point of entry in making the gospel
known to non-Christians. Not many
books manage to be both biography and
evangelistic tract at once, but this one
succeeds.
Rahme highlights some of the main
episodes and lessons from the amazing
grace shown to John Newton. He is
quick to acknowledge the influence that
Newton’s grasp of grace has had on his
own spiritual journey, and he whets the
reader’s appetite for a more detailed
treatment of Newton’s life and work.
The appeal at the end of the work could
have been done with more of an eye to
Newton’s own Calvinistic principles,
but this will prove a most useful work
in many ways – to further our appreciation of what God did in Newton’s life
and to make known this grace to all
who will read this work. Buy, read, and
give away!
Peter Barnes is books editor of AP.

An Enigmatic Life
Marcia Cameron
Acorn Press: 2006
Reviewed by Stuart Bonnington

M

arcia Cameron is to be congratulated
on this well-written and interesting
account of the life of Dr Broughton
Knox, who as principal of Moore
Theological College made an enormous
contribution to the development of the
Anglican Church in Sydney (and far
beyond) and also in denominations such
as the Presbyterian Church of Australia,
through the presence of large numbers of
graduates trained in his teaching and
under his leadership.
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In our own church some of these men
are now exercising significant influence, in
the various positions of leadership they
occupy. Understanding something of Dr
Knox’s teachings, views and attitudes is
essential for a proper comprehension of
the current and future direction of
Australian evangelicalism and it is good to
be able to place this biography along side
the three volumes of The Selected Works of
D.B. Knox (Matthias Media) which contain many of his writings.
An Enigmatic Life reveals Dr. Knox
warts and all, which adds to the authoritativeness of the account. Even though critics “have drawn attention to defects of
Broughton’s scholarship at a fundamental
level. Slack methodology and a lack of
engagement with other scholars were its
characteristics”, he was very impressive in
person as I remember when hearing Dr
Knox on a visit to Perth in 1983. It needs
to be remembered that it was “he who created the first generation of Moore scholars of international repute”. This is probably only the second time (the first was
Ormond College in Melbourne from the
1880s till the First World War) that an
Australian theological college has enjoyed
such status. This phenomenal achievement has allowed the current Moore
College faculty to exercise growing evangelical theological leadership around the
world. This is the true heritage of Dr
Knox, a heritage that continues to bear
fruit to the glory of God and the advancement of his Kingdom.
Stuart Bonnington is minister of Scot’s
Kirk, Fremantle.

Gleanings from Paul
A.W. Pink
Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 2006.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

L

So many of Paul’s prayers are for the
sanctification of the saints, whereas we
think we are doing well to pray for the
conversion of unbelievers. Also, Paul
prays for Christians at Colossae and
Rome whom he has not met face to face,
whereas we manage to forget to pray for
people whom we have met. This study is
deep, and thorough – indeed, almost
encyclopaedic – and best of all, it is a powerful stimulus to prayer. It will repay the
effort of a close study of its almost 500
pages.

For the Love of India
The Story of Henry Martyn
J. Cromarty
Evangelical Press, 2005
Reviewed by Stuart Bonnington

JChurch
im Cromarty of the Presbyterian
of Eastern Australia is well
known for his new “generation” of one
might say – in the best sense – easy reading biographies of major figures from
Church history. Here the reader is given a
very faithful and full re-telling of the life
of the great, very early 19th century pioneer missionary to India and Persia,
Henry Martyn.
What a flame of spiritual fire he was
and what suffering, disappointment, and
opposition he faced and overcame, for the
sake of the gospel of the Lord Jesus
Christ! Henry Martyn speaks directly to
the reader through the sermon on John
3:16 printed at the end of the book.
A Christian, especially the struggling
minister/preacher/Christian worker, will
be both spiritually challenged and comforted by the life and example of Henry
Martyn. Read this book and be freshly
commissioned for gospel work.
The above titles are available from
Reformer’s Bookroom: (02) 9569 9857.

ike Don Carson’s A Call to Spiritual
Reformation, this is a study of the prayers
of the apostle Paul. Both works are eminently worthwhile and highly recommended.
Where Pink excels is in his practical
and devotional understanding of
Scripture. His constant refrain is that “A
merely theoretical knowledge of God has
no effectual influence upon the soul, nor
does it exert any beneficial power on one’s
daily walk. Nothing but a vital knowledge
of God will produce the former, and only
a practical knowledge of Him secures the
latter.”
AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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Living it up
Legalism and license can both trap the unwary.

T

o begin at the beginning, taking
nothing for granted, is always the
wise way. So the first thing to do is
face up to the basic question:
Does “right living” matter anyway? Is the
moral quality of a Christian’s personal life
important?
To this question you would, of course,
expect all believers to reply “yes”, for any
other answer would sound shocking. But
if our “yes” were motivated only by a
desire not to shock nor lose face, it would
be a self-serving declaration that neither
honored God nor expressed Christian
insight. Historically, some of those who
said what amounts to “no” were digging
deeper than some whom we can imagine
saying “yes”.
Take, for instance, the antinomian
gnostics of the first century, of whom we
catch glimpses in John’s letters, in 2 Peter,
in Jude, and in Revelation. “Gnostics” was
their own name for themselves (it means
“knowing ones”), and I call them antinomian (anti-law) because their theology led
them to dismiss God’s law as a rule for
their conduct. They held that salvation is
entirely for the soul, not the body, and
consists in knowing divine secrets that
function like spells (many New Age ideas
are similar here). And Jesus is the pioneer
gnostic, they said, whose teaching, when
properly allegorised and augmented, easily yields the knowledge in question. The
law is a guide for people without knowledge, they said, including conventional
Christians; but those who “know” are
guaranteed eternal happiness, never mind
how they live.
On moral issues, therefore, the heat
was off, and gnostics could afford to be
casual. Loose living could be fun, and certainly wouldn’t injure one’s soul if one
knew how to handle it. So wouldn’t it be
kindness to share this insight with hidebound Christians who were entangled in
the restrictive apostolic understanding
(misunderstanding, in the gnostic view)
of Jesus as redeemer from sin’s guilt and
power? It was this “kindness” that John,
Jude, and Peter had to counter.
The gnostic mindset lives on. Around
the church’s fringes still prowl people
who claim some higher revelation of the

J. I.
Packer
“real meaning” of Christianity. They see
their knowledge of it as excusing them
from the moral restraints by which ordinary believers think themselves bound.
The substance of salvation for these moderns, as it was for the gnostics, is knowledge as such — not moral change.
We dismiss them (I hope) as pathetic
dupes of Satan, self-deceived victims of
weirdness and pride; but if you have never
felt the pull of
being
offered
happiness
Calvinists
through inside
upbraid
knowledge, with
Luther for
relaxation of preundersent moral strugemphasising
gles, I am surthe use of the
prised.
law as God’s
Does “right
living” matter?
family code.
For another one
who in effect said
“no” take Martin Luther. Of course he
was a right-living man, who wished others
to be the same; but he thought that to
directly press the demand of God’s law on
Christian consciences would entangle
them in that legalism from which the
gospel of justification by faith was meant
to free them. Therefore he would not do
it.
His famous word that begins Pecca fortitor — “sin robustly, but believe more
robustly, and a thousand debauches will
not hurt you” — does not mean that he
thought righteousness unimportant; in
fact, he always taught that true faith produces it spontaneously. Yet because he
would not risk reviving legalism, but
dwelt instead on the Christian’s daily
need of Christ’s cleansing blood and
imputed righteousness, so as to be always
simul justus et peccator (righteous [in
Christ] while at the same time a sinner [in
himself]), Luther has gone down in history as having a weak doctrine of sanctification and being opposed to the law.
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Was Luther’s stance right-minded?
Calvinists upbraid him for under-emphasising the use of the law as God’s family
code, intended to spur his children on to
honor and please their Heavenly Father.
But Luther was more right-minded than
those who in their zeal for God’s law have
reduced the Christian life to a strait-jacketed observance of rituals and taboos —
“going through the motions” rather than
loving God from the heart.
Perhaps, after all, the honors are even.
Perhaps Luther’s insight into fallen man’s
natural legalism, canonised in the Roman
Catholic doctrine of merit, is just as
important as Calvin’s valuation of the law
as the true guide to Christian conduct.
What do you think?
Yesterday I read this, by a contemporary convert to Roman Catholicism “Just
a little more effort, I hope, and I may deny
myself that extra pat of butter, the third
glass of wine, one lascivious thought —
and achieve a moment when irascibility is
controlled, one bitchy remark left unsaid;
and more positively, find a way to make
some small generous gesture without
forethought, and direct a genuine prayer
of good will toward someone I dislike. It
is a fairly pitiful ambition …” Well, yes;
and not so much because it is small-scale
as because it is legalistic and Pelagian. I
wish Luther could have counseled this
sincere man.

W

hy should we think personal righteousness important, and make it our
daily aim? First, because God commands
it. Second, because it pleases Him, and
gratitude for grace must make us want to
please Him. Third, because hearty obedience is basic to honest doxology: glorifying God with our lips is hollow and phony
unless our lives are right. Fourth, because
our own moral transformation gives credibility to our gospel whereas unchanged
lives will destroy its credibility; no one
will believe what we say about the power
of Christ if we ourselves do not show its
fruit. To pull the threads together —yes it
matters much how we live!
This article was previously published in
ap
Eternity Magazine, January 1987.

